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Catholic Investments for 
Catholic Families

Introducing Knights of Columbus Asset Advisors’ 
advisory services.  

Contact me today to learn more about our faith-based investments. 
Guard. Grow. Give.SM

KoCAA is an SEC registered investment adviser that maintains a principal place of business in the State of Connecticut. For information about KoCAA’s business operations, please consult the Firm’s Form ADV disclosure 
documents, the most recent versions of which are available on the SEC’s Investment Adviser Public Disclosure website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. Knights of Columbus Asset Advisors, LLC, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Knights of Columbus, the world’s largest Catholic Lay Organization. Knights of Columbus does not offer investment products outside of the affiliated products offered through KoCAA.

Contact me today to learn more:

Dustin Dean
Investment Advisor Representative

337-456-1113

dustin.dean@kofc.org

www.kofcassetadvisors.org
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Inspired by the glamorous 1920s Golden Era, DXV’s Belshire Collection delivers all 

the nostalgia and sparkle to make your bathroom shine. Bring the magic to life with 

elegantly crafted fixtures to soaking tubs and toilets that stand the test of time.

CoburnShowroom.com/Lafayette

310 Ridge Road  //  Lafayette, LA 70506

Monday – Friday 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM

(After-hours appointments are available)

(337) 981-6260

V I S I T  Y O U R  L O C A L  C O B U R N ’ S
K I T C H E N  &  B AT H  S H O W R O O M  T O D AY

With the DXV Belshire Collection

Give Your Bathroom
the Golden Touch

ONLINE AT 008MAGAZINE.COM
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WATCH LIST
BY AGENT SARAH BLACK

CAJUN MARKET DONUT COMPANY 
is set to open a new store in Carencro. 
The new location is going into the Derek 
Plaza Shopping Center at 115 Derek 
Plaza, Suite 111 and will feature both 
indoor seating and a drive thru. The store 
is scheduled to be open by August. 

Bryan McLain, the owner of Market Eatz, 
filed for a new eatery named MARKET 
TREATZ. Located in the same shopping 
center of Market Eatz, the new sweet 
shop is expected to open later this year. 

After nine years in business, THE MUSIC 
BOX is expanding to a new location at 200 
Rue Louis XIV. The new location will house 
eight state-of-the-art music lesson rooms 
and a recording studio . It opened in July. 

CAROLINE & COMPANY is expanding again! 
The gift shop has started construction on an 
additional 5,600 square feet of space in the same 
structure. The additional footage will bring the total 
to 20,600 square feet of home décor and gifts. 

Owner Diane Phakkoneham recently followed her dreams 
and opened her own business, PHO CLAY TO GEAUX. 
Located at 812 S. Morgan Avenue in Broussard, the 
restaurant specializes in homemade pho along with other 
favorites such as egg rolls and dumplings. 

6401 JOHNSTON ST.
LAFAYETTE, LA 70503

Jo-Jo  PeRE'
bbsautosales.com

bbsauto66@yahoo.com

337-212-5739 cell
337-988-8460 bus
337-988-8461 fax

LA HACIENDA is moving into the old Moe’s 
location at 3546 Ambassador Caffery Parkway. 
The restaurant is currently being remodeled and 
should be open in the near future. 
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COURTESYBREAUXBRIDGE.COM
COURTESY FORD 

337-332-2145
COURTESY DODGE JEEP RAM

337-909-2111
COURTESY CHEVY BUICK GMC

337-332-2132

COME TO THE ONLY PLACE IN 
TOWN WHERE YOU CAN SHOP 
ALL THESE DOMESTIC BRANDS!

RIGHT OFF I -10 
IN BREAUX BRIDGE

008 IN THE KNOW

Every business concept comes from somewhere and for Standard Title, the idea was 
born while celebrating Mardi Gras. “We were at a parade and R.J. was clerking for the 3rd 
Circuit. I was doing political consulting work and really ready for a change when he said 
we should open a title company,” remembers Sadie Shamsie. “I responded, ‘Absolutely. 
What’s a title company?’” 

It didn't take long to learn as co-founders Shamsie and R.J. Fonseca Jr. started Standard 
Title in 2001. Today, the company has offices in Lafayette, New Iberia, Jennings, Lake 
Charles, and Baton Rouge. “Within a year, we were closing 20 to 25 transactions a month 
and have now closed approximately 25 to 30,000 real estate and loan deals,” exclaims 
Fonseca. The company does primarily commercial and residential transactions working with 
lenders, banks, mortgage companies, real estate agents, developers, and contractors. 

While they say the market has its ups and downs, there will always be a need for real estate 
transactions. “People will always need a place to live. There are first time homebuyers and those 
looking to move up or downsize,” says Fonseca. “This is our bread and butter. The market may 
be soft, but the need will never go away. The American Dream is homeownership.”

What makes Standard Title different says Shamsie is their willingness to go above and 
beyond and never stop growing. “We do after hours closings. I’ll close on a weekend or do 
whatever I have to do to get the deal done. We are also always looking for ways to improve 
whether that means technology or efficiency. We don’t want to just show up at the race. We 
want to win the race.”

Future growth for Standard Title may mean offices in New Orleans, the Northshore, 
Alexandria, Monroe, and Shreveport. “Of course, we will continue to do what we do here 
and make our company and our community better,” says Fonseca.  

NO GUTS, NO GLORY

STANDARD TITLE
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BLACK GOLD

Outlook for Louisiana 
Oil and Gas
BY STEPHEN LEWERENZ

2021 has been a tumultuous time within the Louisiana energy 
sector. The Biden administration has painted a target on the back of 
our industry with restrictive policies like the moratorium on federal 
drilling permits earlier this year. These initiatives have already proved 
detrimental not only to Louisiana’s economy but to all Americans who 
require energy in every part of their lives.

This pressure from environmental activists in government has left 
doubt in the minds of many about post-COVID economic recovery 
around the country. In communities across south Louisiana, including 
Lafayette, the combination of stringent federal policy with the impact 
of frivolous coastal lawsuits has made oil and gas operations stagnate. 
An industry that once was the lifeblood of the region is now left 
scrambling to find any activity.

While political resistance has left many in Louisiana distraught about 
their economic future, recent developments within the industry do 
give us reason for optimism. A few weeks ago in federal court, District 
Judge Terry Doughty issued a preliminary injunction against the Biden 
moratorium, resuming leasing on federal land while litigation is ongo-
ing. In north Louisiana, the Haynesville Shale has become one of the 
most active shale plays in the United States. To top it off, the price of oil 
has been steadily rising through the summer months, and some experts 

believe at the current rate it could hit $100 by the end of the year. 
It is disappointing that the current environmental political 

establishment works tirelessly to destroy our industry while ignor-
ing advances in coastal restoration and green energy technology 
that would not be possible without investment from oil and gas. By 
restricting revenue from oil and gas activities, the federal government 
not only hurts economic prosperity but ironically halts work towards 
environmental sustainability. This is why the work of the Louisiana 
Oil & Gas Association and other industry advocates is so important. 
A united message against the environmentalist agenda protects com-
munities like Lafayette and the rest of the 250,000+ Louisiana workers 
employed directly through our industry.

A governmental policy that supports oil and gas will jumpstart 
Louisiana’s recovering economy and promote clean energy investment 
that will protect our state’s environment for decades to come. 

Stephen Lewerenz is a Communications/Media Relations Specialist 
with the Louisiana Oil & Gas Association.

008 IN THE KNOW
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(337) 235-6233 | www.bentleyadvisor.com
714 East Kaliste Saloom Ste D-2,  Lafayette, LA 70508 

Seeking a second opinion? 
Reach out to us today at Bentley & Company.

Acadiana’s Premier Place for Advice in Wealth Management.
Securities and Advisory Services offered through Prospera Financial Services

www.prosperafinancial.com  | (800) 444-4428 Member FINRA/SIPC

“It’s going to get worse before it gets better, and I think it’s a state 
of emergency.”

Lieutenant Governor Billy Nungesser wants to keep the unprec-
edented flooding of recent years from ever happening again. “We 
have to get aggressive and tell the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and 
everyone else that it’s an emergency.”

With memories of Hurricane Katrina still fresh, the former 
Plaquemine Parish president has a plan ready for implementation.  
“We need to clear and dig out every ditch, canal, river, and waterway 
so that we can increase storage capacity,” offers Nungesser. “We also 
need to look at ballfields to create a small levee. We have to get cre-
ative and think outside the box and do this all over Louisiana.”   

Unparalleled rising water continues to fill streets and yards in 
Acadiana and is a seemingly ceaseless symptom of a new paradigm. 
As of June, Lafayette Parish experienced record rainfall totals. “We 
got almost a full year of rain in just six months,” says Chad Nepveaux, 
Lafayette Public Works Director.

Nungesser explains the unyielding dynamics. “For every degree 
warmer, there’s 7% more water evaporation; so, it’s three degrees 
warmer today than this day last year, and that’s 21% more water evapo-
ration. It’s got to come down.”  

But there’s more to it, believes Lafayette Councilwoman Liz Hebert. 
“I think it’s not just one thing that contributes to the flooding issues now. 

I think the mayor says it best: ‘We’re paying for the sins of our fathers.” 
A statewide watershed investigation that includes Acadiana’s mas-

sive eight -parish system is ongoing, and the results derived from the 
scientifically measured data will provide the framework to implement 
flood prevention.

Meanwhile, an array of localized maintenance and retention efforts are 
underway within Lafayette Parish, and the recent approval of ten million 
dollars by the Lafayette City-Parish Council will certainly help. Simultane-
ously, the federal purse strings are loosening to cover flood management 
projects throughout Acadiana: for example, Lafayette was awarded a $4.7 
million grant through the Louisiana Watershed Initiative’s $1.2 billion 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) program. “We’re getting one 
big project out of the gate so far in Carencro’s Pelican Park area so that 
the water doesn’t expand into those neighborhoods,” explains Nepveaux.  

Like Nungesser, Hebert knows there are several corrective elements that 
must come into play. “There’s no system we can build with unlimited funds 
to prevent a 2016’s historic 1000-year storm from happening again.”

Moreover, just when Mother Nature’s unpredictable wrath will 
strike on such a massive scale is unknown. “It’s crazy to waste years in 
studies, permitting, and mitigation,” concludes Nungesser. “Let’s dig 
out these available areas in our waterways and increase storage so that 
we can keep people’s homes from flooding now.”

008 IN THE KNOW

HOT TOPIC

A CALL FOR FLOOD RELIEF
BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA
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PERSONALITY PROFILES

PAUL FINK
Alias: Fink 
Age: 47
Status: Single 
Occupation: Financial advisor at Edward Jones Office 
of Paul Fink
City you live in: Lafayette 
Favorite secret agent: 007 (Daniel Craig and 
obviously Sean Connery)
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: I like to cook and visit all the incredible, 
local restaurants with friends and family. I also like to attend all the great festivals 
and live music events that make our culture so rich and unique. 
One thing I’ve always wanted to do: Cage dive with great white sharks. 
Something about me that most people don’t know: I cook a mean bread 
pudding soufflé and I competed in Taekwondo and skateboarding as a child.

DIGGER BARRAS
Age: 37
Status: Engaged 
Occupation and company name: Operations, United 
Subsea Specialists
City you live in: Carencro
Favorite secret agent: Kevin McCallister - Home Alone 
Personal motto: Don’t sweat the small stuff! 
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: Taste test at Total Wine.
One thing you’ve always wanted to do: Be a firefighter. 
Something about you that most people don’t know: My real name.

ANN ISTRE
Alias: Ann Davenport 
Age: 54
Status: Married 
Occupation and company name: Paradigm Pest Control 
City you live in: Youngsville 
Favorite secret agent: Tom Cruise Mission Impossible. 
Personal motto? All around healthy lifestyle, exercising, 
believing in myself, and personal relationships is one of 
my favorites.
Favorite things in Acadiana I like to do: I enjoy cycling, listening to live music, 
and meeting new people.
One thing I’ve always wanted to do: I want to cycle across Europe and go to 
the Tour de France.
Something about you that most people do not know: Music is in my blood. I 
was born into a musical family. I’ve spent my life listening to my grandfather and my 
uncles playing Cajun country music. I’m the niece of Johnny Chauvin and the Mojo.

CHASITY HOOKS 
Age: 48
Status: Engaged
Occupation and company name: CPA at Hooks CPA, LLC
City you live in: Lafayette
Favorite secret agent: MacGuyver
Personal motto: You can have excuses, or you can 
have results.  You cannot have both. 
Favorite things to do in Acadiana: Attending live 
comedy events at Wurst Biergarten, dancing at Downtown Alive, and shopping 
for metal art at local festivals. 
One thing you’ve always wanted to do: Tour the southern coast of Italy.
Something about you that most people don’t know: My favorite thing to do is 
cook for people and get to watch them really enjoy it.  

008 IN THE KNOW

MILITARY SPOTLIGHT 

MICHAEL DARBONNE

Michael Darbonne was looking for a little direction following 
high school graduation. He found it by joining the United States 
Marines. “I didn’t have a real path in life at the time and the Marines 
seemed like the hardest branch to get into, so that was the direction I 
followed,” says Darbonne. 

Darbonne served from 2008 to 2012, first as a radio technician 
and then as a radio operator at the Marine Corps Air Station New 
River in Jacksonville, North Carolina, while rising to the rank of 
sergeant. “It was an eye-opening experience. You get hit with a lot 
of responsibility from the very beginning, but you learn a lot about 
yourself and the world around us,” says Darbonne. “It is hard to 
say anything bad about my time in the military. You gain a lot of 
experience over others who are the same age.”

Following the Marines, Darbonne worked for a time in the 
oilfield, but he says that really wasn’t for him. In time, he met 
some police officers who were also former Marines. At their 
encouragement, he joined the Lafayette Police Department where he 
has worked for the last five years as a patrol officer and as a member 
of the SWAT team. “There are a lot of similarities between the police 
department and the military. Both have a similar rank structure 
and rely on discipline and attention to detail,” he explains. “I am a 
sponge when it comes to training, and I have the leadership traits 
needed. For me, it was an easy transition.”

With plenty of experience and a solid foundation, Darbonne says 
he has found a place with the Lafayette Police that he wants to be. “I’ll 
be here until they tell me I have to go,” he says with a smile. 
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YOU’VE BEEN LAWYERED

The Nuts And Bolts On 
Uninsured/Underinsured 
Motorist Coverage, Part II

With the Louisiana statutorily mandated liability coverage requirement 
of only $15,000/$30,000, it is a forgone conclusion that Underinsured 
Motorist coverage should be coverage that every Louisiana motorist obtains 
on their vehicles. And even though UM coverage is automatically provided 
with limits equal to the limits of liability coverage unless expressly rejected, 
there are other concerns and options to be discussed. For example, any re-
jection of UM coverage must be on a specific form designated by the Loui-
siana Commissioner of Insurance. Moreover, there are certain formalities 
that must be followed by the insurance company such as the insured signing 
the form and initialing the selection of UM coverage desired or initialing 
the rejection of coverage, among others. Any violation of the formalities 
renders the form invalid and results in automatic UM coverage.  

If the limits of liability coverage desired are only the required statutory 
minimums, the only options available are the rejection of UM coverage or 
the selection of Economic Only UM coverage.  On the other hand, if the 
limits of liability coverage desired are greater than the required statutory 
minimums, the insured has the option of rejecting UM coverage, select-
ing lower limits of UM coverage or the selection of Economic Only UM 
coverage in limits equal to or less than the limits of liability coverage.  

Economic Only UM coverage only covers damages such as medical 
expenses, lost wages, and other out-of-pocket expenses whereas standard 
UM coverage covers all damages including damages for pain and suf-
fering resulting from any injuries sustained in any automobile accident. 
Considering the legislative purpose of UM coverage is to promote full 
recovery by innocent automobile accident victims, not only should in-
sureds obtain standard UM coverage (not economic only coverage), but 
insureds should also obtain UM coverage limits equal to their liability 
coverage. A word of caution, be very careful when obtaining insurance 
coverage as often times insurance companies and/or agents seek to have 
unsuspecting and uninformed insureds reject UM coverage without ever 
alerting the insured of the potential catastrophic result of doing so, most 
times not even alerting the insured that UM coverage is being rejected.

CLÉ SIMON

Simon Law Offices
122 Representative Row, Lafayette, LA 70508
337-232-2000
cle@simonlawoffices.com 

For many decades I have carried on the family tradition of restoring lives 
throughout the local communities and throughout the state of Louisiana. At 
Simon Law Offices I have proudly embraced this tradition and strive every 
day to continue the legacy. Simon Law Offices, Cajun Strong and restoring 
lives throughout Louisiana one client at a time. I am Cle Simon, your official 
personal injury lawyer….if you have been injured I’d like to help.
Cle' Simon
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DAY IN THE LIFE 

JEFF MITCHELL
Jeff Mitchell has had a long and storied career. First as a standout 

football star at Loreauville High and now as a sergeant with the 
Louisiana State Troopers. 

While at UL, Mitchell starred as a defensive end from 1991 to 
1995 and eventually became enshrined into the Louisiana Athletics 
Hall of Fame in 2010. Following college and the realization that he 
wouldn’t be drafted into the NFL, Mitchell turned to a different kind 
of team when he joined the New Iberia Police Department. “Being 
on the force has the same type of adrenaline rush,” Mitchell explains. 
“Not only do I get to run down the bad guys, but I also get to help 
those in need.”

Mitchell stayed with New Iberia until 2002 when he joined the 
State Troopers. He says he started with the Troopers by working the 
roads, but now keeps more of a desk job. “I do a lot of paperwork 
such as sending out route assignments and handling the daily logs,” 
he says. However, one perk of the job allowed him to still be a part of 
UL athletics. “For nine years I served as an escort for the UL football 
team. It allowed me to be around the players and give back to the 
program,” he says. 

Mitchell has more than 25 years in law enforcement and says he 
will one day retire from the troopers, but not before possibly moving 
up in rank. “I enjoy being a supervisor. I like working with the guys 
and helping with the day-to-day operations.”

Wherever life does take him, Mitchell credits his career success 
both on the field and on the job to his Loreauville upbringing. 
“Loreauville is a small place, and everyone had a hand in helping mold 
me. So many people played a role in my upbringing and have been 
with me my whole career. I’m thankful for that.”
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Securities and advisory services are offered through LPL Financial (LPL), a registered investment advisor and broker-dealer 
(member FINRA/SIPC).  Insurance products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates. Gulf Coast Bank is not  
registered as a broker-dealer or investment advisor. Registered representatives of LPL offer products and services using LPL, 
and may also be employees of Gulf Coast Bank.  These products and services are being offered through LPL or its affiliates, 
which are separate entities from, and not affiliates of Gulf Coast Bank. Securities and insurance offered through LPL or its 
affiliates are: 

      Not Insured by FDIC or Any            |         Not Bank           |        Not Bank Deposits        |         May Lose Value
       Other Government Agency                      Guaranteed                   or Obligations        

4310 Johnston St 
Lafayette, LA 70503 

(337) 892-3102
mike.hebert@lpl.com

located atlocated at

  Michael Hebert, AAMS  Michael Hebert, AAMS
 Investment Executive Investment Executive

 

located at

located atlocated at

gulf Coast Bank
located at

Contact Mike Hebert at (337) 892-3102 
for a complimentary review of your current financial portfolio.

LPL Financial located at Gulf Coast Bank strives to offer a combination of investment experience and 
outstanding customer service that allows customers to invest with confidence. 

We build meaningful relationships with our clients in order to better understand the needs and goals of each 
individual to develop independent, customized plans designed to pursue those goals. Our highly professional 

team puts your best interests first. 

Our focus is on individual investors and business owners with serious long-term goals.

We specialize in 401K, Estate Planning, and Retirement 
Income Strategies. We offer IRAs, Stocks, Bonds, ETFs,  

Mutual Funds, Life Insurance, Annuities, and Structured CDs.
Our mission is to provide the highest level of professionalism while maintaining the comfort, 

compassion, and personal service of a small town business. 
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Paid Advertisement

GULF SOUTH WEALTH ADVISORS
A private wealth advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC

Gulf South Wealth Advisors is a private wealth advisory practice of 
Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC. First opened in 1997 by Private Wealth 
Advisor James Evans, Gulf South Wealth Advisors is located in Parc Lafayette 
consisting of four financial advisors and three team members. 

While specializing in comprehensive planning for couples, individuals, 
and businesses, we also offer retirement planning, wealth management, and 
insurance needs. Our goal is to provide those we serve and our surrounding 
communities with more financial confidence through education and 
empowerment. This is done through financial planning, high quality client service, 
and solutions tailored to their needs and the generations that follow. 

We strive to offer our clients a superior experience to meet their needs 
through comprehensive planning and wealth advice.  What makes us different 
is we have a group of individuals dedicated to helping our clients achieve their 

financial goals. At Gulf South Wealth Advisors, we empower our team members 
with continued education and professional development to align with our mission 
and industry needs.

Through our Ameriprise franchise we have access to best-in-class technology 
that provides our clients visibility into all aspects of their finances and the ability 
to collaborate with their advisor and team. In 2021, Ameriprise earned the digital 
wealth management impact innovation award for digital client engagement from 
the Aite group. 

At Gulf South Wealth Advisors, we are backed by a company with over 
120 years of industry leadership. Our commitment to personal, comprehensive 
planning is the strength of our organization. Through our values of excellence, 
collaboration, integrity, and service, we strive to be leaders in our industry and 
our community. 

James Evans CA Insurance #0H47742
For additional information about Aite Group’s Digital Wealth Management Impact Innovation Awards, please contact pr@aitegroup.com.
Ameriprise Financial cannot guarantee financial results.
Investment products are not federally or FDIC-insured, are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed by any financial institution, and involve investment risks including possible loss 

of principal and fluctuation in value.
Investment advisory products and services are made available through Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC, a registered investment adviser.    
Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC. Member FINRA and SIPC.
© 2021 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Life Insurance at Various Life Stages
Part 1 of 4

For an appointment or information: 337-593-3195  | 106 Sears Drive, Lafayette, LA  | therockfinancialgroup.net

Your need for life insurance changes as your life changes. When 
you’re young, you typically have less need for life insurance, but that 
changes as you take on more responsibility and your family grows. 
Then, as your responsibilities once again begin to diminish, your need 
for life insurance may decrease. Let’s look at how your life insurance 
needs change throughout your lifetime.

FOOTLOOSE AND FANCY-FREE
As a young adult, you become more independent and self-suffi-

cient. You no longer depend on others for your financial well-being. 
But in most cases, your death would not create a financial hardship for 
others. For most young singles, life insurance is not a priority.

Some would argue that you should buy life insurance now, while 
you’re healthy and the rates are low. This may be a valid argument if you 
are at a high risk for developing a medical condition (such as diabetes) 
later in life. But you should also consider the earnings you could realize by 
investing the money now instead of spending it on insurance premiums.

If you have a mortgage or other loans that are jointly held with a 
cosigner, your death will leave the cosigner responsible for the entire 
debt. You might consider purchasing enough life insurance to cover 
these debts in the event of your death. Funeral expenses are also a 
concern for young singles, but it is typically not advisable to purchase 
a life insurance policy just for this purpose, unless paying for your 

funeral would burden your parents or whomever would be responsible 
for funeral expenses.

Instead, consider investing the money you would have spent on life 
insurance premiums.

Your life insurance needs increase significantly if you are support-
ing a parent or grandparent, or if you have a child before marriage. In 
these situations, life insurance could provide continued support for 
your dependent(s) if you were to die.

Content provided by: Forefield
Article Sponsored by: Asset Mark

For Appointment: David L. Mire 
106 Sears Drive, Lafayette, LA 70503
Direct: 337-593-3195 
therockfinancialgroup.net

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Royal 
Alliance Associates, Inc. (RAA), member FINRA/SIPC. RAA is 
separately owned and other entities and/or marketing names, products or 
services referenced here are independent of RAA.

Not FDIC Insured - May Lose Value - Not Bank Guaranteed



b1BANK

1201 CAMELLIA BLVD. |  SUITE 100  |  LAFAYETTE,  LA  70508  |  337-593-7530

b1BANK was founded in 2006 in Baton Rouge. We are a community 
business bank that provides a custom, boutique banking experience to local 
businesses. We currently have $4.4 billion in assets with 43 full-service Banking 
Centers and two Loan Processing offices across the state of Louisiana and in the 
Dallas, Texas, area. 

We provide a personal banking experience that you would expect from a 
local bank, but our asset size enables us to provide our clients with the same 
products and services as larger regional and national banks. Our mission is to be 
the financial institution of choice for enterprises, their owners, and employees. We 
provide every client with a personal banking experience by finding solutions that 
help them reach their goals.

We offer a full suite of business banking products including, but not limited 
to, checking accounts, treasury management services, credit cards, and loans. 

We also offer the traditional banking services you expect to find including 
new technology tools such as mobile apps, debit card protection technology, 
Apple Pay, and other items that make banking easier. Additionally, b1BANK is 
launching new Interactive Teller Machines (ITMs) across our footprint starting in 
Lafayette to extend the hours we can serve our clients, (7 a.m. – 6 p.m. Monday 
– Friday). 

At b1BANK, your dreams are our goals. And when you’re busy finding 
your way to what’s next, you need access to banking solutions that can keep 
up. We’re not afraid to take on tough challenges. Our dedicated and highly 
skilled team is committed to delivering a superior level of service across our entire 
suite of banking solutions, including personal and commercial banking, treasury 
management, and wealth solutions.

We’ll work by your side to develop the perfect fit --for now and for what’s next.

Left to right: Eric Marter, Shawn Verret, Burt Ortego, Jake Guidry, and Donnie Landry



L I V E  I N  O N E  O F  
O U R  C O M M U N I T I E S  

B U I L D  O N  Y O U R
O W N  P R O P E R T Y  

Baton Rouge

225.424.8600

Lafayette

337.981.5315

Lake Charles

337.240.9999

WWW.MANUELBUILDERS.COM

We don ' t  just want to bu ild a beaut iful

We don ' t  just want to bu ild a beaut iful

house for you,  we want to bu ild your home.

house for you,  we want to bu ild your home.

 

 

Y O U R  S O U T H  L O U I S I A N A  H O M E  B U I L D E R
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Lisbon’s twisting alleys, scenic hilltop 
views, historic yellow trams, and proximity 
to beautiful beaches have been attracting 
international tourists for years. This capital 
city is also the perfect gateway city for fur-
ther explorations into the rest of Portugal 
as it offers the best international flight 
connections. Visitors to Lisbon are often 
surprised by the number of attractions 
and entertainment on offer, as well as the 
abundance of easily accessible day trips and 
the variety of nearby excursions. 

After visiting Lisbon several times, I can 
still say that there’s much to be explored, 
and I definitely haven’t been able to see it 
all. Although most of Lisbon’s museums 
and historical attractions are in a concen-
trated area, some special attractions require 
extra travel time to reach. You can easily 
spend a full week in Lisbon and the imme-
diate area, with day trips to Sintra, Caiscais, 
and Obidos to round out a full tour. 

Start your exploration of Lisbon in the 
Praça do Comércio, the city’s iconic square 
located on the Tagus River and lined with 
important government buildings. Enjoy a 
cup of coffee and a pastel de nata at one of 
the many terraces lining the square, then 
set out for a stroll through the Chiado and 
Barrio Alto neighborhoods. You’ll walk 
past tons of fun shopping options, from 
chic local boutiques to tourist traps to in-
ternational box stores. You’ll also stumble 
across some gems such as the Carmo Con-
vent, a spectacular Gothic church which 
was partially destroyed by an earthquake 
in 1755. 

When back in Carmo Square, you’ll 
also stumble upon the Santa Justa lift, one 
of Lisbon’s most photographed icons. This 
cast iron elevator was built in 1902 to link 
city levels, as Lisbon is built on hills and 

there is a major elevation difference. The 
lift is beautiful and affords visitors a fantas-
tic view over the city.

Another one of Lisbon’s icons which 
you can’t skip is the Castelo de S. Jorge, an 
old Moorish fortification on a hill which 
dates back to the 11th century. The castle 
walls and gates are impressive, as are the 
views and the flock of colorful peacocks 
who live on the castle grounds and keep a 
careful watch over the city. To walk to the 
castle, you’ll pass by several “Miradouros” 
viewpoints in the Alfama district which of-
fer sweeping panoramas of Lisbon’s skyline 
and tiled roofs. The Alfama is also famous 
as being one of the oldest neighborhoods 
in the city, with many craft shops selling 
traditional Portuguese arts and crafts.

It’s hard to eat bad food in Lisbon. I 
suggest trying a restaurant with a changing 
menu depending on market availability 
and the season. Mãe Restaurante, near 
the Saldana metro stop, offers a changing 
menu with great specials such as locally 
produced goat cheese, freshly caught 
octopus, and desserts which vary with the 
seasons. Another foodie experience you’ll 
want to try is eating a typical Portuguese 
egg custard tart at Pastéis de Belém. This 
gorgeous cafe is often credited with having 
the best pastel de natas in town. 

One final tip is to keep an eye out for 
Portugal’s blue and white Azulejo tiles, 
which are a delight to come across all 
throughout the city. If you’re interested in 
learning about the history and significance 
of these pretty ceramic tiles, you can do so 
at Lisbon’s Museu Nacional do Azulejo. 
You can even buy some tiles to take home 
to create a lovely accent to your kitchen or 
bathroom, or just as a colorful entry sign 
for your home.

INTERNATIONAL GETAWAY

Lisbon
BY AGENT TAYLOR GEIGER
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NATIONAL GETAWAY

PUTTING ON THE RITZ IN
KEY BISCAYNE

BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA

“Welcome to Key Biscayne!” I could 
almost hear the greeting from Fantasy Island’s 
Mr. Roarke. 

Palm trees and lush native tropical plants 
began to close in on me while entering the 
iconic island of Key Biscayne. This secluded 
oasis is encircled by the stunning turquoise 
ocean and Biscayne Bay in the jurisdiction of 
Miami. (Tip: Take a direct two-hour flight 
from New Orleans or opt for one-stop service 
from Lafayette or Baton Rouge).

When you enter Key Biscayne, you step 
into another world at the award-winning The 
Ritz-Carlton Key Biscayne. This spectacular, 
family-friendly hotel boasts a plethora of first-
class amenities, and the service is second-to-
none. The staff’s service and innate warm 
and friendly demeanor is the quintessential 
example of the spirit of this island.

You’ll begin slipping into a state of relax-
ation upon check-in, where the lobby’s floor-
to-ceiling ocean views greet you. You’ll also 

be offered a complimentary glass of prosecco 
or any libation of your choice. (Tip: Reserve 
any oceanfront room or suite with a balcony 
and, if available, choose one in the ‘45’ room 
number series on the Loggerhead side). 

On The Ritz-Carlton’s private beach, 
you’ll find the glistening ocean, soft sand, and 
palm trees swaying in the breeze-- a tropical 
feast for the eyes. (Tip: There’s full beach 
service with complimentary beach chairs and 
umbrellas). Skirting the coastline, are the 
resort’s two ocean-front pools, including one 
for adults and a fantastic splash pad for the 
kids. (Tip: Kids love the fun, quality-driven 
daily activities).    

You are sure to drift away at the world-
class Ritz-Carlton Spa, an escape that’s in-
spired by the spirit of this tropical island para-
dise. The spa offers a plethora of unmatched, 
therapeutic massages and they’re all tailored 
to your needs. You can also pamper yourself 
with one of their phenomenal Hydrafacials 

and visit the hair and nail salon. This spa has 
top-ranking therapists and estheticians, like 
Otmara, who know their craft. 

The resort has an array of great eater-
ies and bars; however, be sure to tempt 
your taste buds at the hotel’s Lightkeepers 
restaurant where you can dine alfresco with 
fantastic ocean views. Lift your spirits with 
original, hand-crafted, historical cocktails like 
the house favorite, El Farito. For dinner, the 
Lighthouse Tower, the Seared Branzino, and 
the Local Burrata are delectable choices.  

The Ritz-Carlton sits between the histori-
cally fascinating Bill Baggs Cape Florida State 
Park and Crandon Park.  Hop on one of the 
resort’s bikes and tour the island and stop at 
the 1825 Cape Florida Lighthouse.  

Trust me, you’ll start planning your return 
trip to The Ritz-Carlton Key Biscayne, the 
moment you arrive at this island oasis. 
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It’s one of the best kept recreational secrets in Louisiana, and it’s 
also an undeniable ecological wonderland steeped in history. The 
coastal-community destination in and around the unincorporated area 
of southeast St. Tammany Parish is the quintessential setting of cultural 
folk life. Once referred to as “The Poor Man’s Paradise”, the area spans 
about 20 miles from Bayous Liberty and Bonfouca to the small North 
Shore Beach community on Rats Nest Road just outside of Slidell.   

It’s there you can enjoy the same types of vacation experiences 
generations past have relished for more than a century. It’s prime for 
a myriad of outdoor recreational opportunities, and fishing reigns on 
these intertwined waterways connecting to Lake Pontchartrain.  

It’s no wonder the Paleo-Indians made this their homestead 
10,000 years ago and many tribes followed suit. As time evolved, 
the Europeans-- including some of the first French in Louisiana-- 
and Americans created a melting pot; and there are the people who 
migrated from the Greater New Orleans ‘south shore’ that built their 
summer and permanent homes along these waters. 

For an authentic experience of this evolutionary 19th-and 20th-
century outdoor playground, reserve one of the vacation homes that 
sit atop the water or on the banks of this coastal stretch. Some of these 
available rentals date back to the early 1960s and were owned by fami-
lies who used them for the same reason.   

What’s available varies from a small bungalow to a mansion-sized 
rental; whichever one you choose, you can enjoy casting your line from 
the property, just as so many have done for centuries. (Fact: At one 
time, more than a thousand summer homes and camps sat atop the 
waters in and around the south and north shores of Lake Pontchar-
train).  (Rental Tip: Because of a legal battle, visitors may only have 
until February 1st of 2022 to stay at one of these VRBO properties).  

There’s plenty of exploration to do in and around the area; in fact, 
Camp Salmen Nature Park, a 130-acre flora and fauna oasis, is only a 

ROAD TRIP

PARADISE ON 
THE BAYOU

BY AGENT SUZANNE FERRARA

few miles away. This site has more than three miles of lush trails and 
boardwalks and is home to the Old Trading Post of the 1800s.  

Hungry? Be sure to tempt your taste buds at the newly-opened 
Blue Crab Restaurant which joins the ranks of businesses expanding 
and migrating to the north shore. For another great food option try 
Nathan’s in Slidell. 

Immersing yourself in this recreational destination, like generations 
past, is a timeless experience. For information on the photographed 
rentals go to: VRBO.com/783219, VRBO.com/1002984, and 
VRBO.com/493304

Northshore Beach Vacation Home

Camp Salmen Nature Park

Bayou Bonfouca Vacation Home

008 TRAVEL
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Meet the Lafayette Branch President responsible for 
those reviews: Cole O’Neal. Cole grew up in Shreveport 
before attending Louisiana State University, where he 
graduated with a degree in Petroleum Engineering. He 
spent half a decade in oil & gas working in completions, 
production enhancement, and mineral acquisitions 
before making the switch to the roofing industry. Cole has 
sinsince put down his roots in Lafayette where he lives with 
his wife, Kayla, and one-year-old son, Brooks. They are ex-
cited to be here in Lafayette where they are close to 
family and friends. Cole and his wife also own a success-
ful fitness studio in Lafayette where he has enjoyed 
meeting many faces of the Acadiana community. Cole 
and his team are eager to continue helping Acadiana with 
any disaster relief, roof replacements and maintenance 
that you need. Now, you know who’s on your roof.

Safe. Professional. Responsive. These are just a few examples of 
what the people of Acadiana have to say about Hargrove Roofing. 

LOCAL
LIFETIME
LABOR 
WARRANTY

815 JOHNSTON ST.
LAFAYETTE, LA
70501

CALL NOW FOR A 
FREE INSPECTION

337-476-3070
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Interior Design
There’s no doubt the kitchen is the hub of most homes with 

quick breakfasts eaten at the bar and laughter with friends as wine is 
poured from the fridge. The kitchen should be both functional and 
beautiful considering it’s used so much in everyday life. Unfortu-
nately, complete kitchen remodels can cost more than $20,000 
when changing the footprint and adding new countertops, appli-
ances, and cabinets. If you don’t have that extra cash lying around, 
there are still some big changes you can make to your cabinets and 
backsplash for a big impact.

HOUSEKEEPING
First, remove the knickknacks from the tops of upper cabinets. 

If you’re remotely interested in this article, you’re way too old to 
display the booze consumed in the past month for all to see. And 
those old jars, baskets, and cheaply made faux ivy vines only collect 
grease and dust. No judgment. I had that at one point, too. Oc-
casionally, a kitchen will call for subtle staging up there, but keep it 
tasteful, minimalistic, and be sure to clean it a few times a year. 

CABINETRY
If you are happy with the overall layout of your space, there 

are three changes that can be done to create a new look. The most 
extensive of these options would be to add height to the upper 
cabinets. This works well in older homes with eight and nine-foot 
ceiling heights. Cabinet doors and drawers can also be refaced. 
Refacing allows a new design of door and drawer front by replac-
ing them. An experienced cabinet company can help with both 
these tasks.  

When the cabinet style is acceptable to you, a fresh coat of paint 
inside and out will bring new life to your cabinets. I highly recom-
mend a professional for this task. This heavily used area typically 
needs to be painted quickly and done properly so the paint job 
stands the test of time. 

Another easy change is cabinet hardware. Think of this as the 
jewelry for your kitchen. You don’t necessarily have to go with the 
same size pulls and knobs, but it does make it easier and quicker to 
change out. Pick a style that reflects the style you want to achieve. 
Feel free to mix up the set for those accent areas like the island or 
a bar area. As for the finish, it’s completely fine to mix it up.  Just 
because your plumbing fixtures are brushed nickel, doesn’t require 
your cabinet hardware to be the same.  

BACKSPLASH
Backsplash is applied to the part of the wall between the coun-

tertop and the upper cabinets. Many homes are built with no back-
splash at all, while others are simply outdated. This feature can alter 
the whole kitchen and create a more custom look. The tile chosen 
should coordinate with your countertop. A popular style right now 
is the subway tile. These tiles are classic, versatile, and available in 
multiple sizes and styles.  

Mosaics are another style that are smaller in scale and are typical-
ly sold in twelve-by-twelve-inch squares. These can be used all over 
the back wall or in combination with a larger tile like a subway tile. 
Many times, mosaics are used to create a focal behind the cooktop. 
When choosing a mosaic, it should coordinate with the countertop 
as well as the larger tile.

008 GR8 LIVING

  Introducing our newest line of spas 
available at All Seasons Pools and Spas

Relax. Refresh. Renew.

337.983.0025  3201 KALISTE SALOOM RD  
ALLSEASONSPOOLS.NET  M-F 9A-5:30P,  SAT 8A-2P

Louisiana Residential licensed 
swimming pool - license # 883006
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Unless you are a reality television star, you 
probably don’t like the idea of being watched 
all the time. So, why would you want your 
technology to know all about you? With 
digital technology today, it is too easy for our 
devices to turn creepy. Here are some sugges-
tions to stop the stalker-like tendencies of the 
technology you rely upon.

REVIEW YOUR PRIVACY SETTINGS:
Whether going online from a phone, 

laptop, desktop, or tablet, get to know the 
device’s privacy settings. Some important set-
tings to review include:

• Email Tracking – This can let people 
know if you opened their message or not.

• Location Tracking – Personalizes 
recommendations but also tells search 
engines where you are.

• Voice Recordings – Manufacturers use 
these to train virtual assistants. Pause this 
to keep your conversations to yourself.

• Purchase History – This helps feed the 
machine so that businesses know how 

to target you in the future.

OPT OUT OR BLOCK ADS:
Opting out of ads limits the information 

collected from your browser or device. The 
site or business still receives basic information 
about you, but you will no longer receive tar-
geted, interest-based ads any longer. Apple’s 
iOS 14 allows app blocking, and you can also 
express your choice on Android devices.

Otherwise, use browser ad blockers such 
as AdBlock Plus or uBlock Origin to limit ad 

tracking. You can find ad blockers for Chrome, 
Firefox, Opera, Safari, and Internet Explorer.

CHECK YOUR PERMISSIONS:
Watch the permissions you give apps. For 

example, social media accounts have privacy 
settings that allow you to control what is 
logged about you.

LIMIT INFORMATION YOU PROVIDE:
If you are filling out a form for a download, 

fill out only the required fields. When you add 
an app, be stingy with your personal details. 
Think about it from a need-to-know perspec-
tive. For instance, that home design game you 
love to play does not need to know where you 
went to high school or with whom you bank.

Kevin McBride is the 
owner/technician of Hub 
City PC Repair (337-
205-4860) and owner of 
Advanced Medical Billing 
(844-424-5537).

AFTERBEFORE

Call Us Today 337.453.6886   |   louisianahydrojetting.com

TECH TALK 

Stop Your Tech from Stalking You

008 GR8 LIVING



HEY, BATTER, BATTER... SWING! 
AND COME OUT TO ACADIANA’S NEWEST & 
ONLY CHEVROLET BUICK GMC LOCATION!

COURTESYGMBREAUXBRIDGE.COM
617 ENTERPRISE PKWY, BREAUX BRIDGE | 337-332-2132
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PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS
• Document employee roles and responsibilities during a crisis.
• Ask your vendors what their disaster preparedness plans are 

so you will know how your supply chain will be protected.
• Ensure vital records are protected by reviewing your off-site 

backup record storage and placing irreplaceable paperwork 
and digital storage in a fireproof, waterproof box. 

• Have a copy of a primary, secondary, and out-of-area contact information 
for employees and key stakeholders. 

• Have a copy of insurance policies and agent contact information.
• Keep a copy of contact information for emergency vendors (contractors, 

plumbers, electricians, mold remediation, etc.).
• Move computers and copiers away from large windows. 
• Cover and elevate inventory by moving valuable files to a second story 

when possible or placing items on concrete blocks at least 12 inches above 
projected flood elevations. 

• Cover doors and windows.

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY
• Know the difference between different weather alerts such as 

watches and warnings and what actions to take for each.
• Learn about your community’s warning signals and frequently 

monitor television, NOAA radio, Internet, and mobile apps. Don’t wait 
until the storm hits to download apps. 

• Listen to local officials and be ready to evacuate. Know your evacuation 
routes, emergency shelters, and checkpoints. Notify someone outside the 
disaster area of your plans.

• Create a personal file containing information about your possessions and 
keep it in a secure place such as a safe deposit box or waterproof container. 
Keep copies of driver’s licenses, vehicle registration and insurance, insurance 
policies, copies of medical prescriptions, medical records, birth and marriage 
certificates, wills, tax information, photos of your home and possessions, and 
veterinary records. 

• Several factors should be considered as to how disasters will affect your 
family financially. You should be prepared to sustain yourself and your family 
away from your home for several days or, in a worst-case scenario, several 
weeks or even months. 

• Evacuation expenses include fuel, restaurants, and your stay in hotels. When 
deciding how much cash to bring for each day, keep those three items in 
mind and plan accordingly. 

• You should budget enough money to pay for a month’s supply of 
prescription medicines. 

• During a disaster, credit and other bank card use may be limited due to loss 
of power and other disaster-related factors. Get more cash than you think 
will be necessary. 

PROTECT YOUR PETS
• Have enough food and water for at least three days. Also 

include bowls and a manual can opener.
• Depending on the pet, pack litter and litter box or 

newspapers, paper towels, plastic trash bags, grooming items 
and household bleach.

• Don’t forget pet medications and medical records stored in a waterproof 
container, a first aid kit and a pet first aid book.

• Have sturdy leashes, harnesses, and carriers to transport pets safely and to 
ensure that your pets cannot escape. A carrier should be large enough for 
the animal to stand comfortably, turn around and lie down. Your pet may 
have to stay in the carrier for hours. Include blankets or towels for bedding 
and warmth and other special items.

• Bring pet toys and the pet’s bed, if you can easily take it, to reduce stress.
• Have current photos and descriptions of your pets to help others identify 

them in case you and your pets become separated, and to prove that they 
are yours.

• Make a copy of feeding schedules, medical conditions, and the name and 
telephone number of your veterinarian in case you must board your pets or 
place them in foster care.

SPONSORED BY

Hurricane
Preparedness

008 HURRICANE

TERMS YOU SHOULD KNOW
• EYE: The low-pressure center of a tropical cyclone or 

hurricane. Though the most intense area of the storm 
surrounds it, winds are normally calm and sometimes the 
sky clears once the eye is overhead.

• EYE WALL: The ring of thunderstorms that surrounds 
a storm’s eye. The heaviest rain and strongest winds are 
normally in the eye wall.

• FLASH FLOOD: A flood that occurs within a few hours 
(usually less than six) of heavy, excessive rain or levee failure.

• KNOT(s): Unit of speed used in aviation and marine 
activities. One knot is equal to 1.15 mph. 

• STORM SURGE: A rise of the sea level along the shore 
that builds up as a storm (usually a hurricane) moves over 
water. It is a result of the winds of the storm and low 
atmospheric pressures.

• STORM TRACK: The path that the tropical storm or 
hurricane follows.

• TROPICAL OR SUBTROPICAL DEPRESSION: 
Cyclones that have maximum sustained winds of 38 mph 
(33 knots) or less. 

• TROPICAL STORM: Tropical cyclone that has maximum 
sustained winds from 39 to 73 mph (34 to 63 knots).

• HURRICANE: A tropical cyclone with sustained winds 
over 74 mph (64 knots). 

EMERGENCY NUMBERS 

• 311  
to report LUS 
outages, street 
flooding, and 
drainage issues

• 291-5700 
to report downed 
power lines and 
other electrical issues

• 888-275-3626  
for SLEMCO power 
outages 

• *577  
to report state 
highway 
emergencies

• 511 OR  
888-ROAD-511  
for road conditions 
and road closures

• 211  
for disaster resources 

• 337-291-5075 - EMERGENCY 
MANAGEMENT LAFAYETTE PARISH 

• 337-234-7371 - RED CROSS

• 337-706-1232 - UNITED WAY
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Burns are serious injuries that can require a trip to 
a hospital. Luckily, Lafayette is home to one of only 
four burn units in Louisiana. Located at Our Lady of 
Lourdes Regional Medical Center, the burn unit is 
headed by Dr. Joey Barrios along with a talented team 
of additional general surgeons, plastic surgeons, nurses, 
therapists, dieticians, and more. 

The burn unit, which opened in 2009 and is available 
to serve both the pediatric and adult population, sees 
roughly 550 patients per year with minor burns that re-
quire medical attention from a specialist, but don’t need 
admission. Those who are admitted number roughly 150 
per year. “We have seen it all and we treat it all,” explains 
Dr. Barrios. 

According to Dr. Barrios, one of the many assets of 
the burn center is that it is entirely self-contained. “We 
are located on the sixth floor of the hospital and patients 
don’t have to be transferred from one floor to another,” 
says Dr. Barrios. “We have six rooms as well as our own 
operating room and recovery area.”

Patients arrive at Our Lady of Lourdes with injuries 
ranging from first-degree burns which only affect the 
outer layer of skin and can cause redness; to second-
degree burns affecting both the outer and underlying 
skin resulting in pain, redness, swelling, and blistering; or 
third degree burns that affect all layers of skin. 

For those suffering from deep burns covering at least 
90 percent of their body, survival is difficult, and options 
are limited due to the lack of viable skin available to graft 
to the burned areas. However, a product called Epicel 
is increasing survival rates in the most serious cases. For 
those admitted with burn coverage of 90 percent or 
greater, Dr. Barrios has the option to treat them with 
their own cells. “We biopsy the available skin cells and 
send them to a lab in Boston. Over a span of approxi-
mately two weeks, they grow sheets of skin from the 
patient’s own cells and send them back to us where they 
are grafted on,” explains Dr. Barrios. 

According to Epicel, a single order can include up to 
144 grafts covering up to 7,200 cm² or approximately 
7.75 ft². The cells are grown from two full-thickness 
biopsies as small as six centimeters by two centimeters. 
Once grafted, the new skin can lower postoperative 
infection rates and has the same characteristics of au-
thentic epidermis. 

“We used this treatment for the first time last year,” 
says Dr. Barrios. “It was very impressive and exciting. 
Even more important, the patient is still alive today.”

Dr. Barrios says it is a combination of technology and 
the personnel that make the burn unit successful. “The 
staff is dedicated to what we do. I’m very proud of the 
unit and the work that we have been able to do here.” 

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT

THE CUTTING EDGE
OUR LADY OF LOURDES BURN CENTER
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Lafayette, LA
337-443-9063

Youngsville, LA
337-450-3022

Morgan City, LA
985-702-1220

Houma, LA
985-262-3250

Carencro, LA
337-359-5578

AREA LOCATIONS

Now Accepting Patients

No Referral Required

We Accept Medicare, Medicaid, 

and Most Major Insurance

√ In-house Labs
√ Genetic Testing
√ Allergy Testing

√ Hormone & IV Therapy
√ Sports & DOT Physicals
√ Remote Heart Monitoring

 ADDITIONAL SERVICES

CARDIOCARE
PERSONALIZED ADVANCED
MONITORING PROGRAM

We provide the highest level of care that is personalized for YOU. 
Our advanced level of care significantly improves your Quality of Life, reduces symptoms, 

provides better results and helps prevent unnecessary hospital visits. 

√ Blood Pressure Management
√ Cholesterol Management
√ Diabetic Management
√ Medication Management
√ Cardiovascular Management

√ Primary Care
√ Preventive Care
√ Wellness Management 
√ Men’s & Women’s Health

Call to Schedule an Appointment Today!
WWW.HEALTHYHEARTCLINICS.COM

ACADIANA AREA
HUMAN SERVICES DISTRICT

302 DULLES DR., LAFAYETTE  |  611 WEST ADMIRAL DOYLE DR., NEW IBERIA  |  1822 WEST 2ND ST., CROWLEY
220 SOUTH MARKET ST., OPELOUSAS  |  312 COURT ST., VILLE PLATTE  |  AAHSD.ORG

The Acadiana Area Human Services District (AAHSD), created by the Louisiana State Legislature, provides administration, management, and 
operation of behavioral health (addictive disorders and mental health) and developmental disabilities services to residents of Acadia, Evangeline, 
Iberia, Lafayette, St. Landry, St. Martin and Vermilion parishes. Service locations include Crowley, Lafayette, New Iberia, Opelousas and Ville Platte. 
A 10-member board governs AAHSD and is made up of citizens from the seven-parish area.  

AAHSD has been awarded a Three-Year Accreditation from CARF International for Crisis Intervention, Intensive Outpatient, Outpatient, 
Prevention, and Services Coordination programs. This is the highest level of international accreditation possible. CARF International is an 
independent, nonprofit accreditor of health and human services.

SERVICES 
• Crisis Intervention
• Outpatient Counseling & 

Treatment
• Individual Therapy
• Family Therapy
• Group Therapy
• Psychiatric Evaluation
• Psychological Evaluation
• Medication Management
• Inter-agency 

Collaboration

SPECIALIZED SERVICES
• Adult Services
• Children & Adolescent 

Services
• Children & Adolescent 

Response Team
• Mental Health Care for 

Prisoners
• Peer Support Services
• Respite Services

COMMUNITY-BASED 
SERVICES
• Housing
• Supported Employment
• Day Treatment Programs
• Case Management
• Wrap-Around Services
• Assertive Community 

Treatment
• Detox
• Intensive Case 

Management
• Residential Treatment

OUR PROFESSIONAL 
STAFF 
• Psychiatrists
• Physicians
• Psychologists
• Clinical Social Workers
• Professional Counselors
• Peer Support Specialists
• Pharmacists
• Nurses
• Administrative and 

Support Staff 
• Medical Certification 

Specialists
• Community Service 

Professionals

DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILITIES
• Eligibility determination 
• Flexible Family Funds 
• Individual and Family 

Supports 
• Residential Placement 

Options 
• School Transition Services 
• Home and Community 

Based Waivers 
• Assist with Linkage to 

OCDD services 
• Technical assistance and 

support for individuals 
and families to navigate 
the DD system 

The mission of Acadiana Area Human Services District is to improve the quality of life for the citizens of Acadiana 
who have behavioral health and/or intellectual/developmental disabilities.
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Schedule an appointment with one of our 60+ physicians at cardio.com.

YOUR LOVED 
ONES CARE.
SO DO WE.

Scan the QR code
to learn more about
your heart health.

We all want to enjoy
long and healthy lives. 
We want to see you before you have symptoms

or a life-changing cardiac event. That's why getting

a heart checkup should be a part of your regular

wellness plan even if you are healthy. 

Now is the time to see 
your cardiologist.
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CYPRESS BEND ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
Justin B. Stanford, D.D.S., M.D. and his wife Dr. Molly Bordelon Stanford dreamed 

for years of coming home to Acadiana and giving back to the community. That dream 
became a reality with the opening of Cypress Bend Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery. 

Dr. Stanford completed 11 years of elite training at LSU School of Dentistry, LSU 
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Department, UF School of Medicine, and the Straumann 
Research Center. His experience in the Center for Implant Dentistry, with state-of-the-art 
technology and superior mentorship, set a precedent for future patient care. Additionally, 
Justin proudly joined the Army National Guard in 2012 as a general dentist and served as 
part of the 199th BSB while treating his fellow soldiers and honorably serving our country. 

Joining Dr. Stanford at Cypress Bend Oral Surgery is his wife, Dr. Molly Bordelon 
Stanford. Dr. Molly Stanford is a board-certified dentist who is also his office manager 
with over 10 years of experience in the dental field. The experience of treating patients 
and leading a dental office is a huge asset in facilitating patient care in the office.

At Cypress Bend Oral Surgery, they are proud to offer a wide range of procedures 
including wisdom teeth extractions, IV deep sedation, bone grafting, implant placement, 
surgical extractions, biopsies related to oral pathology, Botox, and many more. The 
entire team strives to put patients at ease, make lasting impressions, and aspires for each 
experience to be a positive one. Dr. Stanford believes his patients deserve the most up to 
date surgical equipment, materials, and methods when it comes to their surgical treatment. 
His advanced training in pediatric and adult IV and conscious sedation allows Dr. 
Stanford’s patients to feel relaxed and stress-free during their surgical procedures.

Whether it is routine wisdom teeth extractions or relieving pain and swelling, their goal 
is to treat patients with the utmost respect and professional courtesy while providing care 
to the best of their abilities. They believe that patients should be as comfortable as possible. 
Upon arrival, patients notice a large, comfortable, and clean waiting room, and also two 

advanced filtration systems that are commonly found in operating suites 
have been installed to turn over clean air every 20 minutes. 

At Cypress Bend Oral Surgery, the staff works together to provide an 
exceptional and comprehensive patient experience. They are committed 
to excellence and attention to detail in all aspects of our business.
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The VIRUS & Auto-Immune Disorder CONNECTION

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT

Back to SCHOOL!

LourdesUrgentCare.com

School is back in session, but so are 

germs. Lourdes Urgent Care is here 

to help you take on the school year 

by providing the best possible care 

for minor illness and injury, 7 days a 

week. We also offer back-to-school 

physicals and rapid COVID-19 testing. 

Simply walk-in or save time by booking 

your check-in time online!

Walk-In
Check-In 
Online

Schedule a 
Virtual Visit Give us a follow:

We are facing an epidemic of people with allergies, 
are asthmatic, or have autoimmune disorders such as 
rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, psoriasis, 
celiac disease, and other hard-to-classify issues. No 
clear-cut cause can be found, and no drug fixes them. 

Many medical doctors will tell you that they can 
only monitor you for autoimmune diseases or give 
you drugs that only halfway address symptoms and 
NOT the root cause. However, you can help address 
the issues yourself. 

10 STEPS TO TREATING AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE
• Check for hidden infections such as yeast, viruses, 

bacteria, or parasites with the help of a medical or 
holistic doctor. 

• Check for hidden food allergens with IgG food testing. 
• Get tested for Celiac Disease. 
• Get checked for heavy metal toxicity such as mer-

cury and other metals that can cause autoimmunity.
• Fix your gut. 
• Use nutrients such as fish oil, vitamin C, vitamin 

D, iodine, selenium, and probiotics to help calm 
your immune response naturally. 

• Balance adrenal and thyroid hormones naturally 

with bio-identical hormones and a clean diet (no 
gluten, soy isolates, dairy, eggs, etc.). 

• Exercise regularly as it’s a natural anti-inflammatory.
• Practice deep relaxation like yoga, deep breathing, 

biofeedback, or massage, because stress worsens 
the immune response.

• Find the hidden or un-discussed emotional trauma 
that occurred in your life so you can truly heal 
inside and out. 

Give these steps a try — and see if you don’t start 
feeling less inflamed. The answers are usually right 
in front of you. Treat the underlying causes of your 
illness and you will begin to experience vibrant health 
once more. 

Marie Pace is the author of WHAT’S HEALTH, 
a local  Doctor or Naturopathic 
Ministries &  owner of THAT’S 
HEALTH located at 3522 Kaliste 
Saloom Rd. in Lafayette. She 
can be reached at 337-989-0572 
or through her website: www.
ThatsHealth.com 
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Summer Skin Health
As the seasons change, your skin’s needs change with them! The climate 

and your daily activity can affect the way your skin behaves. During the 
summer months, your skin may become oilier, more prone to breakouts, 
and more irritated from heat and sweat. Seasonal adjustments in your skin-
care products and treatments will leave you glowing all year round!

SPF is always your BFF, but during the summer months you should 
be even more diligent! It is essential to wear sunscreen every day, even 
on days that you don’t plan on being outside for prolonged periods of 
time. Sunscreen protects against harmful UVA/UVB rays that cause 
skin aging, skin burning, and skin cancer. During the summer, you’re 
more prone to being outside for longer periods, taking vacations, sweat-
ing, and being in the water. This also makes sunscreen reapplication a 
vital necessity! Opt for water-resistant formulations when you can, reap-
ply on your face and body every two hours, avoid the midday sun and 
long periods of sun exposure, and wear sun protective clothing. When 
outside, stay under umbrellas and in the shade when you are relaxing to 
reduce your sun exposure. Additionally, make sure you are seeing your 
dermatologist regularly for skin cancer screenings! 

For those of you who are routinely outdoors during the sum-
mer months, there are different skin treatments to avoid due to sun 
exposure. Laser (laser hair removal and any other skin treatments that 
use laser-type energy), and Intense Pulsed Light (IPL/photorejuvena-

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT

tion) treatments should be avoided on sun exposed skin. Applying 
laser-type treatments to sun exposed/tanned skin can lead to ineffective 
treatments, or worse, skin burning and scarring. Fortunately, there are 
still amazing treatments you can enjoy during the summer including 
microdermabrasion, microneedling, Botox, and filler to name a few! 

Maintaining your skin health is the key to resilient, beautiful skin 
because authentically beautiful skin is inherently healthy skin! Having 
a professionally tailored, personalized skin care and treatment regimen 
will help you confidently navigate seasonal changes for that “Thrive & 
Glow” look all year round!

Dr. Christopher Hubbell is a board-certified 
Dermatologist with over 25 years’ experience in 
Dermatology and Aesthetics. He is the founder of 
Hubbell Dermatology & Aesthetics. Contact him at 
337-989-7272.

LAFAYETTE •  RAYNE •  NEW IBERIA •  COVINGTON
VILLE PLATTE •  BREAUX BRIDGE •  LAKE CHARLES

PERSONAL PLANS

COMMERCIAL PLANS

HEALTH & EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PLANS

www.stielinsurance.com  •  337-233-5022
2205 W Pinhook Rd, Lafayette, LA 70508

Our insurance plans keep you
covered for all of  life’s good,
and not-so-good, moments.

Providing personal and commercial insurance
solutions to customers across Louisiana and the

Gulf Coast region for three generations. 
We’re committed to ensuring that you are
getting the best policy at the best price.
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The recent pandemic was ROUGH. Every one of us experienced significant 
changes to our day-to-day lives. Now that we are in a place where “things are 
going back to normal,” it’s important to be cognizant of exactly what “normal” 
looks like.

During COVID-19 we watched as restaurants, movie theatres, entire school 
systems, whole businesses, etc., shut down. We were under mandatory “lock 
down” for a good while and our lives were effectively turned upside down. We 
had to resort to delivery instead of dining out; watching movies on Netflix; en-
gaging in remote learning and working. It proved to be quite the learning curve.

Now that many of us are vaccinated, and we are trying to get life “back on 
track” it will, without question, look different to each of us. Some, who struggled 
with, and possibly fought, the “mask mandate” are ready. They are back at work, 
back in restaurants, gathering with friends, and doing their thing. Others are still 
a bit apprehensive—wearing masks in some environments, only visiting businesses 
that abide the “six-foot rule”, and limiting social interactions. And still others are 
very much living the COVID-19 life- wearing masks at all times, continuing to 
avoid public areas, and keeping their social interactions very limited.

And here’s the thing. There is no “right” answer. We all have our own per-
spectives and needs. Some of us have immunocompromised family members at 
home that we need to think of; some of us have children under the age of 12 who 
have yet to be eligible for the vaccine, and there are still some who just continue 
to feel uncomfortable with the current state of affairs.

To each their own. Do what works for YOU. This is not the time to judge 
others for their personal choices. Haven’t we all been through 
enough? Focus on yourself and BE KIND.

Elizabeth S. Mayers, LCSW-BACS, BCD is the owner of 
Mayers Mental Health, LLC, in Lafayette, Louisiana, serving 
adults, couples, families and children/adolescents. Contact her 
at 337-453-3050.

Defining “Normal” 
Post COVID-19:

It’s Very Subjective

An event to benefit Junior League of Lafayette community programs.
Visit JUNIORLEAGUEOFLAFAYETTE.COM for ticket information.

HOLIDAY MARKET - GENERAL ADMISSION - $13
Thursday: 10 a.m.– 8 p.m.  •  Friday: 9 a.m.– 8 p.m.  •  Saturday: 9 a.m.– 5 p.m.

Strollers permitted on Thursday from 3 p.m.– 8 p.m. only.

SEPTEMBER 22–25, 2021 
CAJUNDOME CONVENTION CENTERJoin us

PREVIEW PARTY - $53
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 

7 p.m.– 10 p.m.

PREFERRED SHOPPING - $28
Thursday September 23, 2021 

8 a.m. – 10 a.m.

SPARKLE & SHINE RAFFLE - $10
Saturday, September 25, 2021

Drawing held at 4:45 p.m.

Each ticket holder must comply with the CAJUNDOME clear bag policy. 
Please see CAJUNDOME.COM for details.

Included with General Admission
COCOA WITH MRS. CLAUS

Thursday, September 23, 2021
4 p.m.– 7 p.m.

SANTA SNEAK PEEK
Thursday, September 23, 2021

3 p.m. – 7 p.m. 
Bring the kids to see Santa. Complimentary picture.

MERRY MIMOSAS
Saturday, September 25, 2021

9 a.m.– 11 a.m.

LADIES’ NIGHT
Friday, September 24, 2021

5 p.m.– 8 p.m.
Music & Signature Cocktail for purchase.

LADIES’ NIGHT EXPERIENCE - $35
Friday, September 24, 2021

5 p.m.– 8 p.m.
Includes Gift Bag, Hors d’oeuvres, & Sweet Treats
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Whether addressing COVID 19, Epstein Barr virus, 
Gut/digestive problems, Anxiety, Menopause, Infertility,

or any hormonal issue, we can offer you natural solutions 
utilizing Hair Tissue Mineral Analysis, Saliva adrenal hormone 
testing, Food allergy & sensitivity testing, correct thyroid serum 

blood tests, and one-on-one holistic counseling.

Maybe it’s 
YOUR THYROID

So if you’re having symptoms like: low body temp, 
fatigue, aches and pains, joint pains, weight issues, 
slow wound healing, depression or anxiety, poor 
memory and focus, sleep issues, frequent infections, 
allergies, autoimmune diseases, headaches, low 
libido, infertility, low or high blood pressure, consti-
pation, digestive issues, poor vision, dry skin, hair 
loss and even HIGH CHOLESTEROloss and even HIGH CHOLESTEROL … they all 
point to a lowered thyroid function (despite what thy-
roid hormones you are on!) and adrenal gland fa-
tigue!

If you’ve been taking Levothyroxine or Synthroid…  
you’re taking T4 only hormones for your thyroid. 
Your medical doctor is most probably only monitor-
ing your TSH ("Thyroid Stimulating Hormone" which 
is NOT even a thyroid hormone!). No one is bother-
ing to look at the real FUNCTION of your entire thy-
roid system: TSH which stimulates the gland into 
action and then the resulting Free T4 hormone that 
converts into Free T3 & Reverse T3. Your doctor 
might be ASSUMING that all those hormones are 
being made correctly… (we all know how much trou-
ble we get into when we “assume” anything!!). And 
sadly no one is checking your actual adrenal gland’s 
function.

The only way to determine the full FUNCTION of 
both your thyroid AND adrenal systems is to test 
them properly. The only way to FIX your thyroid and 
adrenal systems is to eat an anti-inflammatory diet & 
supplement each of the glands with targeted 
support. That’s our specialty!
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Well, well, well! Here we are again approaching what feels like normalcy 
in our daily routines. The light is at the end of the tunnel. Businesses are 
open, people are moving and mingling, music is playing, and life feels good 
again! The fitness industry is without a doubt getting its legs back under it 
again. Home workouts reigned supreme during quarantine and folks have 
done an amazing job finding ways to stay in shape. However, meeting your 
pals for a group exercise class, or chatting up friends while working out will 
always be a draw to go to your health club. Clubs have come back with a 
vengeance! Personally, my small club has seen its highest single day check-
ins and weekly check-ins since opening seven years ago. Thank goodness!   

The studio fitness businesses and training studios around town are 
buzzing again. Health clubs are rolling, and members are motivated and 
seeing results! If there has ever been a time for you to get a life of health 
and wellness going for yourself it’s now. Let the weight loss, strength gains 
and positive attitudes of your friends, neighbors, and family members rub 
off on you. It’s the cool thing to do! Everybody is doing it and you don’t 
want to be left behind! There are trainers around town that can help you 
get started, there are groups of people meeting up at studios to push each 
other and hold each accountable, there are budget fitness facilities offer-
ing everybody the chance to get in shape. At the end of the day there is 
something for EVERYBODY in our area. The boundaries are down, life 
is freed up, and people are excited! GO SEE WHAT THE HYPE IS ALL 
ABOUT! Your body will thank you.

Nathan Pry, M.S., ACSM-CPT, is the owner and fitness 
director at Sugar Mill Athletic Club and owns Amenity Fitness 
Consulting Group. Contact him at sugarmillathleticclub@
gmail.com.

FIT TIP

Post Pandemic 
Motivation

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT

 
AAHSD Developmental Disabilities office is located in Lafayette, LA.
The District’s developmental disabilities contractors have offices in the 
seven parishes of Acadiana.

Locally owned & 
operated since 1971

337-235-1555
102 St. Christopher

Lafayette, 70506
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Healthy, glowing skin with a sophisticated 
lip will never go out of style and is still one of the 
most popular makeup looks no matter your age! 

PREP THE SKIN
Before applying your favorite moisturizer, 
my go-to product for skin care is anything 
with the ingredient, Niacinamide. It hydrates 
the skin, locks in moisture beneath the skin 
barrier, reduces inflammation, and enhances 
natural radiance to make you look younger. 
Designed to be used morning and night, it is 
suitable for all skin types and is inexpensive. 
My top three picks are: CeraVe Resurfacing 
Retinol Serum, The Ordinary Niacinamide 
Serum, and the Olay Regenerist MAX Tone 
Serum.

LOOKING YOUR BEST ALL NIGHT LONG
1. Flash proof your highlighter 

Sometimes highlighter can make you look 
shiny in flash photography rather than 
“glow-y”. To avoid looking oily in pictures, 
apply your highlight in a small “C” shape 
just around the corner of the eye rather 
than down the cheekbone. 

2. Bump up your base 
If your skin is feeling dry, mix in a drop of 
Aveda Beautifying Oil with your founda-
tion.  It will instantly make you look like 
you’re glowing from within! You can also 
use the oil all over your body and hair.

3. SMILE you’re on camera 
Dazzle your eyes with KVD Eyeshadow 

stick in Hail Surge. This will transform the 
entire look with just one swipe!

4. Smooches 
Make your lipstick last by lining your lips 
all over as your base first. A red lip is clas-
sic, but if you are going to have a drink 
in your hand all night, avoid unsightly 
lipstick marks by wearing a drying matte 
formula and use a high shine or satin 
lipstick instead. 

5. My secret weapon 
Laura Mercier translucent powder is great for 
blotting oily skin, preventing shine, touching 
up your makeup, hiding redness, and repair-
ing tons of makeup mishaps. It’s available in 
travel compact size where you can just pop it 
in your purse and take it with you. 

When you look and feel best in your own 
skin you are unstoppable! Remember: make-
up is meant to enhance your natural beauty.

Nadya Hartsook is a local makeup artist. Her 
social media handles include: FB @Nadyahart,  
IG @nadyahart, and #makeupbynadyahart. 

008 MAKEUP T IP

Top 5 Party Makeup Must Haves - Tricks & Trends 

008 LOOKING GOOD, FEELING FIT
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1120 Coolidge Street
Suite A
Lafayette, LA 70503

Approx 3,600 Sq. Ft.

Contact  Angela Williams
to schedule a viewing at 

337-232-4343.

CHRISTI LATOUR
Age: 51
What do you do for exercise? Several things…I like to mix it up. I do a three-mile 
walk/run with my four dogs three times a week, I weight train four times a week, 
and do Pilates Reformer and mat work three times a week. 
Where do you work out? I have a great home gym, but I also work out at Sugar 
Mill Athletic Club. It has such a positive environment and I love the people there!!
Are there any specific exercises or training machines you find especially 
effective? I love the Stott Pilates Reformer and a good ol’ Pilates’ mat! My favorite 
exercises are the crossover and planks (so many variations that it never gets boring!)
Tell me about your diet. What kinds of food do you eat? I follow a program 
where I count macros and carb cycle. I have learned a LOT about what my body 
does and doesn’t do well with and have cut out gluten and dairy. I love all fruits, 
veggies, lean meats, and complex carbs. I really am a foodie at heart and enjoy 
making healthier options. A grilled fruit salad is a favorite!
What kind of makeup do you use and why? I use Sei Bella skin care and color 
cosmetics because they have a non-toxic approach to their formulas and my skin 
responds well to it. I love their BB cream because it is lighter and evens out skin 
tone. Mascara, coat of lip gloss and call it good!
What do you do to alleviate stress? Morning quiet time with Jesus is a must. Pack 
walks with my four dogs is good for stress relief maintenance, but to really de-stress, 
always the BEACH! Nothing better than a long walk on the beach with toes in the 
sand and breathing in salt air.
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BYRON BRAUN
Age: 58
What do you do for exercise? I’ve always been active in sports. After a nasty 
spill on my dirt bike in the woods, I needed to find something less dangerous 
but fun and competitive. Over the last 12 years I found triathlon to be a 
perfect sport for me to learn multiple disciplines, provide a competitive 
outlet, and improve my nutritional education. Swimming, cycling, and 
running make up the majority of what I do now. 
Where do you work out? Really all over the place. Red’s is where I do 
most of my swimming and any strength training. I cycle both at home 
on a trainer and with a great group of friends most weekends. I travel for 
work so I can run just about anywhere.
Are there any specific exercises or training machines you find 
especially effective? For me, spending time to stretch is key. I tend to get 
really tight, so I force myself to take the time to get in a really good, full 
body stretch before my workouts. In terms of effective exercise, I love to 
get on my bike and ride. It’s a great low-impact workout, builds lower 
body and core strength, and you get to see the sights of south Louisiana.
Tell us about your diet. What kinds of food do you eat? Do you 
follow a certain diet plan? I don’t necessarily follow a certain diet plan, 
but I try to eat healthy, non-processed foods. I avoid large meals and 
prefer to eat throughout the day as it does a better job of fueling me and 
I avoid the post meal lag. Breakfast is key for me, and I tend to start the 
day with a natural smoothie, fruit, or a low-fat yogurt.
Tell me about your skin care regimen. Well, I didn’t always have one to 
speak of until I got older and began to see the signs of all the weekends in the 
sun start to show up. I believe your skin is a barometer of your health. Now, I 
take the time to protect myself from the sun and use a good moisturizer with 
SPF daily. Also, I drink a lot of water all day long. I can tell the difference in 
my skin when I am slightly dehydrated after a hard workout. 

TAILGATE

SPECIAL BEVERAGE

Mandez’s is in the heart of Midtown Lafayette.
They offer a delicious menu ranging from 

seafood, steaks, to burgers,!

110 Doucet Rd., Lafayee, LA 70503 337-769-3917  |  www.MandezsGrill.com
Monday-Thursday 10:30am-9:00pm  Friday-Saturday 10:30am-10:00pm
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San Antonio
A Short Drive for Big Fun

BY AGENT LISA HANCHEY

Just six hours away from Lafayette, San Antonio is the ideal place 
for a drivable weekend getaway. Full of historic landmarks, beautiful 
scenery, and fabulous cuisine, San Antonio has so much to offer that 
it’s hard to get everything in over a two -night stay. However, we hit 
the highlights and had so much fun that we are already planning a 
return trip.

Of course, we had to stay on the famous Riverwalk, designed by 
visionary architect Robert H. H. Hugman in 1929. Almost 100 years 
later, the famous winding pathway flanking the San Antonio River 
runs through hotels, bars, restaurants, and even an entire shopping 
mall, and is the No. 1 attraction in Texas. We selected the Hyatt 
Regency San Antonio Riverwalk, where the river literally runs through 
the ground floor.

On our first night, we dined at the highly touted Mi Tierra Café, 
an 80-year-old landmark serving authentic Mexican food. We started 
with two huge margaritas, and were serenaded by a live Mariachi 
band. Talk about a great way to start off the trip!

The next day, we headed to DeWeese’s Tip Top Café, featured 
on Food Network’s “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives” with Guy Fieri. 
Since 1936, Tip Top has served comfort foods like chicken-fried 
steak, enormous onion rings and home-made pies. Surprisingly, I ran 
into a friend from Grand Coteau who had relocated to San Antonio 
– which tells you that the food is definitely worth the drive to this 
local gem.

Next, we did the touristy thing and booked a ride on a riverboat. 
And it was worth every penny, as the guide expertly navigated us 
through the greenish waters, pointing out historic sites along the way. 
Fun fact – Sandra Bullock filmed her famous glass-playing scene for 
the movie Miss Congeniality at the river-side stage. We also spotted an 
exotic-looking Egyptian goose posing on the walkway.

After our relaxing cruise, we took a short walk to the Tower of the 
Americas, a 750-foot landmark with an observation deck, revolving 
restaurant, bar and adventure ride. Being from Louisiana, we naturally 
headed up to the bar at the top of the tower, where we enjoyed a 
happy hour cocktail (on a tip from our friendly Hyatt bartender) while 
overlooking San Antonio’s beautiful downtown area.

On our last night, we headed to Dough Pizzeria Napoletana, 
another of DDD’s out-of-the-way haunts. Dough is famous for its 
Burrata, a creamy cheese made in-house. It was so good that we took 
some to-go – and it was still delicious a week later!

Afterwards, we headed back to the hotel and took a short walk 
to the Riverwalk, where we heard music coming from next door at 
Mad Dogs British Pub. On a Monday night, a raucous crowd was 
singing along with a talented singer/keyboard player, who was taking 
requests. We stayed until he ran out of songs, singing along with the 
friendly crowd. 

There are lots of surprises in this scenic city, so we plan to come 
back to discover more. We didn’t even get to see the Alamo, which 
was right across the street from our hotel. We remembered – and will 
never forget.
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Black Drum on 
the Reefs
BY AGENT DARREN DIGBY

008 ADVENTURE

What appeared as very unusual apparitions at the water’s surface from afar, became 
tell-tale signs of feeding fish upon closer inspection. Not just any fish, but true behe-
moths of the inshore variety. Sure, the redfish gets all the notoriety for “tailing” in the 
shallows across our coast, as featured on t-shirts and artwork nearly everywhere it seems. 
But it’s another member of the drum family that will really put your gear to the test. 

Often considered the overweight and uglier cousin of the redfish, the Black Drum 
presents its own challenges and rewards to anglers. With whisker-like barbels under 
their chin, they surely aren’t the prettiest fish to be brought aboard. But while the larger 
ones are prone to parasites, the smaller ones, sometimes referred to as Puppy Drum on 
high-end restaurant menus, are delectable and versatile on the dinner table and certainly 
warrant a ticket to the cleaning table. 

Commonly found in the same habitats as other popular species like speckled trout, red-
fish, and sheepshead, Black Drum love oyster reefs and other hard structure types targeted 
by coastal fishermen. They are also the larger of the two saltwater drum species of Louisiana, 
capable of living nearly 60 years and weighing over 100 pounds. Indeed, the older ones 
take on a prehistoric-esque appearance as they grow to legit rod-bending size. Given their 
propensity for parasites and importance to breed stock, most anglers tend to put those beasts 
right back in the water. 

Targeting drum is simply a matter of doing what’s so commonly done for the other 
local species, focusing on hard bottoms or fixed structures encased in barnacles such as 
wooden pilings or the legs of an oil platform. Rock jetties or other manmade, linear reefs 
are also magnets for drum, as was observed on a recent outing with clusters of them seen 
with tails above the surface. If redfish and sheepshead are around, it’s a fair bet that the 
other saltwater drum species aren’t far away. 

And like any other approach around hard structure, skimping on the tackle will usu-
ally result in heartbreak. Braided line with heavy monofilament leaders is critical not only 
to abrasion resistance but also minimal stretch for maximum leverage in ensuring the fish 
doesn’t bolt back for the structures from which it came. Even so, it’s not a terrible idea 
to go ahead and re-tie following a long battle amongst the rough habitats they inhabit 
to prevent losing the next one that takes the bait. 

As far as bait, live or dead shrimp are hard to 
beat, as are small crabs, much like with chasing 
bull redfish. Paired with either a bottom rig like a 
Carolina Rig or drop shot rig, or popping cork, the 
approach isn’t anything exotic, just what’s proven to 
work across our marshes.  

As a conservation plea, anglers should take the 
time to revive a released fish rather than simply 
tossing them back. Large drum will often fight until 
near complete exhaustion so a moment taken to get 
water flowing through their gills at boat side can go 
a long way in ensuring survival after release. Good 
luck fishin’!
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RAGIN’ CAJUNS
FOOTBALL

Program making 
off-field strides

BY AGENT IAN AUZENNE

As the college football season draws 
nearer, the University of Louisiana Athletic 
Department is making moves to further 
position its football program as one of the 
premiere programs in the Group of Five.

The first big move: Giving Head Coach 
Billy Napier a raise.

In June, the university gave Napier a 
new contract doubling his salary to $2 
million per year plus incentives for bowl 
game appearances and national awards. In 
addition, that contract also creates a $2.5 
million pool from which Napier can pay his 
assistant coaches, further boosting a salary 
pool that has steadily grown over the past 
three years.

According to UL Deputy Athletic Direc-
tor Nico Yantko, the increased salaries are 
a sign of the university’s commitment to its 
football program and the program’s success.

“We’re really excited about where we’re 
at and where we’re going, and the fact that 
your football coach is dedicated to being 
here (and) the fact that your athletic direc-
tor is committed and is finding new ways to 
help elevate not only our football program, 
but each of our sport programs has been 
nothing short of tremendous,” Yantko said. 
“We’re really excited about the future of 
where we’re heading here, and those invest-
ments into that football body certainly are 
something that (university President Dr. 
Joseph) Savoie believes in, (Athletics Direc-

tor) Dr. (Brian) Maggard believes in, and 
that’s only going to be an investment that 
we hope continues to pay dividends years 
and years down the road for us.”

The university is also making strides 
towards renovating Cajun Field.

In June, Our Lady of Lourdes Regional 
Medical Center committed $15 million 
towards the first major renovation in Cajun 
Field’s 50-year history. The future Our 
Lady of Lourdes Stadium at Cajun Field 
will showcase a newly renovated west tower 
featuring premium suites, a club level and 
club seating, loge boxes, and a brand new 
press box. Other planned upgrades include 
a new videoboard, new lights, new sound 
system, and new east side façade.

According to Yantko, the planned sta-
dium upgrades and the continued success of 
the football program will help Napier and 
his coaches continue to recruit top-flight 
talent to UL.

“We’re certainly growing (and) bringing 
so much more momentum than just what’s 
happening on the field of play,” Yantko 
said. “It (gives us) the ability to recruit 
wonderful student-athletes nationally, but 
most importantly, right here from the state 
of Louisiana. It’s bringing in exposure to 
our institution. We always say we’re not 
the most important thing that happens in 
the University of Louisiana, but we are the 
most visible, and when you’re playing on 

ESPN to the tune of four to eight games a 
year, that’s a wonderful situation. Just last 
year, our average audience when it comes 
to the television viewership was just north 
of 850,000 people. So where else are you 
going to have a captive audience of nearly a 
million people for our University of Louisi-
ana infomercial?”

While having a captive TV audience is 
great to attract prospective students and 
student-athletes, Yantko says fan support 
and game attendance still goes a long way 
to attract students. He says the university 
needs the community to help support the 
football team and the other Ragin’ Cajuns 
sports to show recruits how enjoyable Ca-
jun Field game-day atmosphere is.

“There are 800,000 people in about a 
60-mile radius of Cajun Field,” Yantko said. 
“We need to get more people involved. The 
corporate ticket challenge can be a vehicle 
to help us get more business involved to 
where people can use those tickets to do-
nate back to non-for-profits in town, give 
them to your clients, (or) give them to your 
staff as a good incentive. We need people to 
get involved. We really need to continue to 
climb from an attendance perspective, be-
cause that is truly what can help will a team 
on game days (and with) the victories.”

Season tickets are on sale now. Go to 
ragincajuns.com for ticket order information.

008 SPORTS
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game changer

LEVI LEWIS
BY STEVE PELLOQUIN 

The Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns had one of their most successful foot-
ball seasons in program history in 2020, going 10-1, including a win 
over UTSA in the Servpro First Responder Bowl. That followed a great 
2019 campaign, in which Louisiana won a school-record 11 games, 
including a triumph over Miami of Ohio in the Lending Tree Bowl.

A big reason why Louisiana was so successful the last two seasons 
was the maturation and play of quarterback Levi Lewis. A native of 
Baton Rouge, Lewis came into his own as a junior in 2019, throwing for 
3,050 yards and 26 touchdowns, both school records, after throwing for 
a combined 962 yards and nine scores over his first two seasons at UL.

Last season, Lewis threw for 2,274 yards and 19 touchdowns in 
three fewer games, earning Second Team All-Sun Belt Conference 
honors, the first Louisiana quarterback to earn All-Conference honors 
since Blaine Gautier earned Second Team honors in 2011.

Lewis is also a durable quarterback, starting all 25 games over the 
last two seasons, after seeing action in all 14 contests as a junior in 
2018. Heading into the 2021 campaign, Lewis ranks third in school 
history in career passing yards with 6,286, while also tossing 54 career 
touchdowns, which ranks second.

The 5-foot-10, 190-pound Lewis gave Cajun fans a glimpse of the 
future in his first career start at South Alabama in his 2017 freshman 
season, completing 8-of-15 passes for 110 yards and two touchdowns, 
including a 54-yard bomb for a touchdown to Michael Jacquet for first 
his first career touchdown pass, while rushing for another 129 yards, in 
a 19-14 Louisiana triumph.

A first-team Class 5A All-State selection as an athlete at Scotland-
ville Magnet in the prep ranks, Lewis passed for 2,450 yards and 17 
touchdowns, while also rushing for 1,577 yards and 23 scores as a se-
nior, while guiding his squad to its first state championship appearance 
in nearly 50 years and its first-ever as an LHSAA school.

Yes, football is a team sport, but if the Cajuns get the same type of 
play at the quarterback position from Lewis this year that they received 
the last two seasons, they should have another banner season.

BRALEN TRAHAN
BY AGENT STEVE PELLOQUIN

One former local prep football standout, Deuce Wallace, helped 
the Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns to a new school record in victories in 
2019, before another former local prep star, Bralen Trahan, helped the 
program to arguably an even better season in 2020.

Ironically, not only are both former local stars, but both played/
play the safety position. Wallace, a product of St. Thomas More, was 
one of the most respected members of the team in 2019 and was a 
major reason why Louisiana won a school-record 11 games. Trahan, 
a graduate of Acadiana High School, helped ease the loss of Wallace, 
while helping the Cajuns go 10-1 a season ago, including a victory 
over UTSA in the Servpro First Responder Bowl.

Trahan earned Third-Team All-Sun Belt Conference honors, after 
compiling 48 tackles and four interceptions, helping UL to a top 25 
finish in the respective major polls. The 6-foot, 191-pound Trahan 
appeared in 11 games in his true freshman season of 2017, totaling 
five tackles, before seeing action in four contests in 2018, racking up 
eight tackles, while also intercepting a pass and recovering a fumble. 
Maybe the highlight of Trahan’s 2018 campaign was his interception 
and return of 63 yards against Tulane in the Cure Bowl.

Still, due to his limited action in 2018, Trahan was able to claim a 
redshirt, giving him another year of collegiate eligibility. That turned 
out to be a great thing, both for him and the program, as Trahan came 
into his own as a redshirt sophomore in 2019, appearing in all 14 
games, including seven as a starter, accumulating 35 tackles and two 
interceptions.

Of course, success, both individually and on his respective teams is 
nothing new for Trahan, who was named a first-team Class 5A All-State 
selection as a defensive back as a senior at Acadiana, while helping the 
Wreckin’ Rams to a 10-4 record and a berth in the Class 5A state playoffs.

The Cajuns have been outstanding over the past two seasons, 
accumulating an overall mark of 21-4, but with success comes expecta-
tions, and much is expected of this year’s squad. If the Cajuns are to 
have yet another great season, Trahan is likely to be a major part of it.

SPONSORED BY
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LSU
BY BRYAN LAZARE

The start of the 2021 football 
season is just around the corner. LSU’s 
opener against UCLA at the Rose 
Bowl in Pasadena is set for the Satur-
day night of Labor Day weekend. No, 
the Bruins are not a nationally ranked 
team, but the Tigers’ matchup against 
UCLA is one of four games which will 
determine how far they rebound from 
last season’s 5-5 disappointment.

The reason LSU struggled to its 
.500 record in 2020 had nothing to do 
with their work against the best teams 
on the schedule. The Tigers went 1-2 
against the high-caliber squads – beat-
ing Florida and losing to Alabama and 
Texas A&M.

LSU failed to record a winning 
record for the first time since 1999 be-
cause of its results against the average 
and below-average teams on the sched-
ule. The Tigers lost games to Auburn, 
Mississippi State, and Missouri – all of 
whom suffered at least five defeats.

LSU will put an experienced team 
on the field for the 2021 campaign. 
Just three players who started in 
the season-ending victories against 

Florida and Ole Miss are not on this 
year’s roster.

The Tigers’ schedule this season is 
not especially challenging. Only three 
teams won at least eight games in 2020 
– Alabama, Florida, and Texas A&M. 
LSU will have the advantage of taking 
on both the Gators and the Aggies in 
Tiger Stadium.

Texas A&M should be Alabama’s 
top challenger in the Southeastern 
Conference Western Division for the 
second consecutive season. But the 
Aggies will be breaking in a new quar-
terback. Florida will have numerous 
new starters in its lineup. So, it is not 
a stretch to say the Tigers could split 
those two games.

So, what will determine how the suc-
cess of coach Ed Orgeron’s 2021 team?

LSU cannot afford to lose games 
to those teams who are middle-of-the-
pack teams in their respective leagues. 
The Tigers have four such teams on 
their schedule – UCLA, Mississippi 
State, Kentucky, and Ole Miss. None 
of those four teams posted a winning 
record in the pandemic-influenced 

2020 season. Ole Miss split its ten 
games, while UCLA and Kentucky 
finished one game below .500. Missis-
sippi State ended three games below 
the .500 mark.

What makes these games troubling 
is the fact that all four will be on the 
road. The upcoming season certainly 
appears to be one in which LSU can 
win at least nine games by simply beat-
ing the teams it is supposed to beat.

However, the Tigers must be 
good enough to win games away 
from home. To win on the road, LSU 
must minimize mistakes – meaning 
very few penalties and turnovers. 
Orgeron cannot use a quarterback 
who is mistake prone.

The month of September will be 
quite revealing for the Tigers. Two of 
these mediocre teams will face LSU in 
the first four weeks of the year – UCLA 
and Mississippi State. Winning those 
two games should mean the Tigers are 
4-0 heading into the Auburn contest. 
The tone for a good season will have 
been set.

008 SPORTS
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TENNIS

The Overhead 
Smash

The overhead smash is a great shot to possess if you play a lot of 
doubles or like moving forward to the net. Here are a few tips that can 
help you execute an effective overhead smash.

First, is recognizing your opponent is about to attempt a lob. 
If you see they are opening the face of the racket, stretched out 
from you or your partner’s previous shot, or retreating and falling 
backwards…there’s a good chance the lob is coming so be looking 
for the overhead smash.

Second, when your opponent hits the lob, make sure you execute 
a good split step! This will enable you to really react and move to hit 
the overhead smash. Out of your split step you will immediately turn 
sideways as your left and right arm will work together getting into the 
“trophy position” which looks similar to the serve. Use the left hand 
to help with positioning you and your feet, similar to catching a pop 
up in baseball. Try and be a step behind contact, you want to take that 
step forward as you reach up and hit on top of the ball as its coming 
down. This takes precise timing. I personally prefer for my overhead to 
bounce around my opponent’s service line as you 
can angle the ball off the court. Like any shot in 
tennis.... practice, practice, practice!!! 

Buck Bobo – Tennis Pro, 
City Club at River Ranch

LOADED HAMBURGER STEAK
 every MONDAY

Oil Center
1412 S. College Rd. Lafayette, La 70503

 337-235-5683

 

.Climate Control – Non Climate – RV – Boat.Convenient Office and Access 

     Hours: 8am -6 pm, 7 days a week .Covered Loading & Unloading.8 Foot Wide Hallways.30 Day to 12 Month Leases..Recorded Surveillance Cameras

BRIDGE
STORAGE
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Full service Fill Ups  •  Tune ups  • Oil Changes
A/C service • Tire Rotations

Vehicle Inspections and more!

2932 Johnston St Winnwood Shopping Center Lafayette,  La 70503  •  337-234-2566  •  Mon-Fri – 7am-7pm  Sat – 7am – 4pm

2021 NFL FOOTBALL SCHEDULES

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
September 12 – vs Green Bay
September 19 – at Carolina
September 26 – at New England
October 3 – vs New York Giants
October 10 – at Washington
October 25 – at Seattle
October 31 – vs Tampa Bay
November 7 – vs Atlanta
November 14 – at Tennessee
November 21 – at Philadelphia
November 25 – vs Buffalo
December 2 – vs Dallas
December 12 – at New York Jets
December 19 – at Tampa Bay
December 27 – vs Miami
January 2 – vs Carolina
January 9 – at Atlanta

DALLAS COWBOYS
September 9 – at Tampa Bay
September 19 – at Los Angeles Chargers
September 27 – vs Philadelphia
October 3 – vs Carolina
October 10- vs New York Giants
October 17 – at New England
October 31 – at Minnesota
November 7 – at Denver
November 14 – vs Atlanta
November 21 – at Kansas City
November 25 – at Los Vegas Raiders
December 2 – at New Orleans
December 12 – at Washington
December 19 – at New York Giants
December 26 – vs Washington
January 2 – vs Arizona
January 9 at Philadelphia

ATLANTA FALCONS
September 12 – vs Philadelphia
September 19 – at Tampa Bay
September 26 – at New York Giants
October 3 – vs Washington
October 10 – vs New York Jets
October 24 – at Miami
October 31 vs Carolina
November 7 – at New Orleans
November 14 – at Dallas
November 18 – vs New England
November 28 – at Jacksonville
December 5 – vs Tampa Bay
December 12 – at Carolina
December 19 – at San Francisco
December 26 – vs Detroit
January 2 – at Buffalo
January 9 – vs New Orleans

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
September 9 – vs Dallas 
September 19 – vs Atlanta
September 26 – at Los Angeles Rams
October 3 – at New England
October 10 – vs Miami
October 14 – at Philadelphia
October 24 – vs Chicago
October 31 – at New Orleans
November 14 – at Washington
November 22 – vs New York Giants
November 28 – at Indianapolis
December 5 – at Atlanta
December 12 – vs Buffalo
December 19 – vs New Orleans
December 26 – at Carolina
January 2 – at New York Jets
January 9 – vs Carolina

HOUSTON TEXANS 
September 12 – vs Jacksonville
September 19 – at Cleveland
September 23 – vs Carolina
October 3 – at Buffalo
October 10 – vs New England
October 17 – Indianapolis
October 24 – at Arizona
October 31 – vs Los Angeles Rams
November 7 – at Miami
November 21 – at Tennessee
November 28 – vs New York Jets
December 5 – vs Indianapolis
December 12 – vs Seattle
December 19 – at Jacksonville
December 26 – vs Los Angeles Chargers
January 2 – at San Francisco
January 9 – vs Tennessee

CINCINNATI BENGALS
September 12 – vs Minnesota
September 19 – at Chicago
September 26 – at Pittsburgh
September 30 – vs Jacksonville
October 10 – vs Green Bay
October 17 – at Detroit
October 24 – at Baltimore
October 31 – at New York Jets
November 7 – vs Cleveland
November 21 – at Las Vegas
November 28 – vs Pittsburgh
December 5 – vs Los Angeles Chargers
December 12 – vs San Francisco
December 19 – at Denver
December 26 – vs Baltimore
January 2 – vs Kansas City
January 9 – at Cleveland

TENNESSEE TITANS
September 12 – vs Arizona
September 19 – at Seattle
September 26 – vs Indianapolis
October 3 – at New York Jets
October 10 – at Jacksonville
October 18 – vs Buffalo
October 24 – vs Kansas City
October 31 – at Indianapolis
November 7 – vs Los Angeles Rams
November 14 – vs New Orleans
November 21 – vs Houston
November 28 – at New England
December 12 – vs Jacksonville
December 19 – at Pittsburgh
December 23 – vs San Francisco
January 2 – vs Miami
January 9 – at Houston

CAROLINA PANTHERS
September 12 – vs New York Jets
September 19 – vs New Orleans
September 23 – at Houston
October 3 – at Dallas
October 10 – vs Philadelphia
October 17 – vs Minnesota
October 24 – at New York Giants
October 31 – at Atlanta
November 7 – vs New England
November 14 – at Arizona
November 21 – vs Washington
November 28 – at Miami
December 12 – vs Atlanta
December 19 – at Buffalo
December 26 – vs Tampa Bay
January 2 – at New Orleans
January 9 – at Tampa Bay
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Mon.-Thurs. 11am-9pm

2021 COLLEGE FOOTBALL SCHEDULES

UL LAFAYETTE 
RAGIN’ CAJUNS
September 4 – at Texas
September 11 – vs Nicholls
September 16 – vs Ohio 
September 25 – at Georgia Southern
October 2 – at South Alabama
October 12 – vs Appalachian State
October 21 – at Arkansas State
October 30 – vs Texas State
November 4 – vs Georgia State
November 13 – at Troy
November 20 – at Liberty
November 27 – vs ULM

LSU TIGERS
September 4 – at UCLA
September 11 – vs McNeese
September 18 – vs Central Michigan
September 25 – at Mississippi State
October 2 – vs Auburn
October 9 – at Kentucky
October 16 – vs Florida
October 23 – at Ole Miss
November 6 – at Alabama
November 13 – vs Arkansas
November 20 – vs ULM
November 27 – vs Texas A&M

TULANE GREENWAVE
September 4 – vs Oklahoma
September 11 – vs Morgan State
September 18 – at Ole Miss
September 25 – vs UAB
October 2 – at East Carolina
October 7 – vs Houston
October 21 – at SMU
October 30 – vs Cincinnati 
November 6 – at UCF
November 13 – vs Tulsa
November 20 – vs USF
November 27 – at Memphis

MCNEESE STATE COWBOYS
September 4 – vs West Florida
September 11 – at LSU
September 18 – at Southern
September 25 – at Incarnate Word
October 2 – vs Southeastern Louisiana
October 16 – at Northwestern State 
October 23 – vs Incarnate Word
October 30 – at Southeastern Louisiana
November 6 – vs Nicholls
November 13 – at Houston Baptist
November 20 – vs Northwestern State

LA TECH BULLDOGS
September 4 – at Mississippi State
September 11 – vs Southeastern Loui-
siana
September 18 – vs SMU
September 25 – vs North Texas
October 2 – at NC State
October 16 – at UTEP
October 23 – vs UTSA
October 30 – at Old Dominion
November 6 – at UAB
November 13 – vs Charlotte
November 19 – vs Southern Miss
November 27 – at Rice

ULM WARHAWKS
September 4 – at Kentucky
September 18 – vs Jackson State
September 25 – vs Troy
October 2 – at Coastal Carolina
October 9 – vs Georgia St. 
October16 – vs Liberty
October 23 – vs South Alabama
October 30 – at Appalachian St. 
November 6 – at Texas St. 
November 13 – vs Arkansas St. 
November 20 – at LSU
November 27 – at UL

SOUTHEASTERN LIONS
September 4 – vs North Alabama
September 11 – at LA Tech
September 18 – at Central Connecticut 
State
September 15 – vs Northwestern St. 
October 2 – at McNeese
October 9 – at Nicholls
October 16 – vs Houston Baptist
October 23 – at Northwestern St. 
October 30 – vs McNeese
November 6 – at Incarnate Word
November 18 – vs Nicholls

NICHOLLS STATE 
UNIVERSITY
September 4 – at Memphis
September 11 – at UL
September 25 – vs North Alabama
October 2 – vs HBU
October 9 – vs Southeastern Louisiana
October 16 – at UIW
October 23 – at HBU
October 30 – vs Northwestern St. 
November 6 – at McNeese
November 13 – vs UIW
November 18 – at Southeastern Louisiana
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HIGH SCHOOL PLAYER 

Alex Fink
OUTSIDE LINEBACKER / SAFETY

STM COUGARS 

008: What sparked your 
interest in football? I’ve had 
a football in my hand since I 
was born. 

008: Do you have a favor-
ite football player? My favorite 
football player would have to 
be Tyran Mathieu when he was 
at LSU. 

008: Do you follow any 
routines when preparing for 
a game? Before a game I make 
sure I have a good meal and stay 
hydrated. Then I get locked in. 

008: Finish this statement: 
After high school, I plan 
on…” going to college and earning a degree in biology or human 
physiology.

HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADER 

Emma-Claire Livesay
10TH GRADE 

LAFAYETTE HIGH SCHOOL

008: What sparked your 
interest in cheerleading? What 
sparked my interest in being a 
cheerleader were the memories 
of watching all the cheerleaders 
at football games do cheers and 
sideline tumbling. From that 
moment, I knew I wanted to 
be a cheerleader tumbling on 
the sidelines like all those older 
girls. 

008: What does being a 
cheerleader mean to you? To 
me, being a cheerleader means 
that you are a leader on and off 
the field. You represent charac-
teristics of leadership wherever 
you go. What is extremely im-
portant is being a positive role 
model to not only your teammates but also your peers around you. 

008: What has cheerleading taught you? Cheerleading has 
taught me that it is important to always have a positive attitude even 
in times of adversity. In cheerleading, team cohesiveness and a positive 
attitude are important to enhance the team’s progress. 

008 SPORTS

GIRLS GO FOR THE
BIG CATCH
BY AGENT SCOTT BRAZDA

“Well, my brother fished for Teurlings, and my dad said, ‘You 
should try it’, and, here we are,” smiles Sadie Guidry. “I’ve only been 
fishing for a couple years.”

That’s one side of the story, one side of an award-winning team; 
here’s the other: “I’ve been fishing for as long as I can remember,” of-
fers Lily Girouard. “We’d go to the camp, do a lot of brim fishing, and 
I’d just spend the day on the boat and have a good time.”

Yet despite the differences in their careers as outdoorspeople, the 
two Teurlings 16-year-olds have beaten the odds and are headed to 
Tennessee and the National Bass Fishing Championships in late July. 
Oh, and in case you missed it, Girouard and Guidry make up a very 
rare ‘all-girls’ fishing duo. 

“We have such a good time together,” says Girouard, “and even if 
we don’t catch all day, it’s just so much fun.” Guidry agrees. “When 
things are slow, we do tik-toks and just laugh a lot, I mean, a lot. All 
the time!”

The girls worked their way to the finals through consistency, always 
catching fish and scoring points at tournaments. “We were always 
weighing five fish, always scoring,” says Guidry. “And, I don’t want to 
say this, but not all the boy’s teams we’d go up against would be able 
to do that. Consistency meant points!!”

That last comment addresses the elephant in the room, the boys 
versus girls’ aspect. A vast majority of these two-person fishing teams 
are made up of boys, so Sadie and Lily’s success has put quite a few 
boys in their places. “They’ll often make a comment at the start of the 
tournaments,” begins Girouard, “but when we come back with fish 
and score more points than the boys, well, it’s SO much fun, and they 
don’t say much after that!”

275 teams will compete in the national tourney, and the Guidry-
Girouard squad will take care of the basics. “We’ll need to stay fo-
cused, be prepared and be ready to set the hook,” says Guidry. “Always 
set the hook.”  

Guidry pauses, then goes back to her team mantra. “And have fun. 
Just have fun.”
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2021
FOOTBALL
SCHEDULES
ABBEVILLE
9/3 at St. Mary’s
9/10 vs Central Catholic
9/17 vs Vermilion Catholic
10/1 at Opelousas
10/7 at St. Martinville
10/15 vs Crowly
10/22 vs Rayville
10/29 at Kaplan
11/5 vs Erath

ACADIANA
9/3 vs Carencro
9/10 at Catholic-B.R. 
9/17 vs Lafayette Christian
9/24 vs Sulphur
10/1 vs Southside
10/8 at Comeaux
10/15 at New Iberia
10/22 vs Sam Houston
10/29 vs Barbe
11/5 at Lafayette

ASCENSION EPISCOPAL
9/3 at South Lafourche 
9/10 at Catholic -P.C.
9/17 vs North Vermilion
9/24 at Jeanerette
10/1 vs Catholic N.I. 
10/8 at Delcambre
10/15 vs Southern Lab
10/22 vs Franklin
10/29 at Loreauville 
11/4 vs West St. Mary

BREAUX BRIDGE
9/3 vs New Iberia
9/10 at Catholic-N.I.
9/17 at St. Martinville
9/24 vs Vanderbilt Catholic
10/1 vs Teurlings Catholic

10/8 at Cecilia 
10/15 at Peabody
10/22 vs Beau Chene
10/29 at Opelousas
11/5 vs Livonia

CARENCRO
9/3 at Acadiana
9/10 vs Southside
9/17 vs Lafayette
9/24 at Ruston
10/1 at St. Martinville
10/8 at Teurlings Catholic
10/15 vs Northside
10/22 vs Brother Martin
10/29 at St. Thomas More
11/5 vs Westgate

CATHOLIC NEW IBERIA
9/3 at Vermilion Catholic
9/10 vs Breaux Bridge
9/17 at St. Paul’s
9/23 at Delcambre 
10/1 at Ascension Episcopal
10/8 vs Loreauville
10/15 vs West St. Mary
10/22 vs Notre Dame
10/29 at Jeanerette
11/5 vs Franklin

CECILIA
9/3 at St. Martinville
9/10 at Rayne
9/17 vs Denham Springs
9/24 at Crowley
10/1 vs Notre Dame
10/8 vs Breaux Bridge
10/15 at Beau Chene
10/22 vs Opelousas
10/29 at Livonia
11/5 vs North Vermilion

COMEAUX
9/3 vs Tioga
9/10 vs Teurlings Catholic
9/17 at Notre Dame
9/24 vs Lafayette
10/1 at Sam Houston
10/8 vs Acadiana
10/15 at Sulphur
10/22 vs New Iberia
10/29 at Southside
11/5 at Barbe

CROWLEY
9/3 vs St. Louis Catholic
9/10 vs Northwest
9/16 at Iota
9/24 vs Cecilia
10/1 at Rayne
10/8 vs Port Barre
10/15 at Abbeville
10/22 vs Kaplan
11/5 vs St. Martinville

DELCAMBRE
9/3 vs Centreville
9/10 at Hanson Memoria
9/17 at Geuydan
9/23 vs Catholic-N.I. 
10/1 at Franklin
10/8 vs Ascension Episcopal
10/15 at Loreauville
10/22 vs Jeanerette
10/29 vs West St. Mary
11/5 vs Houma Christian

ERATH
9/3 vs Loreauville
9/10 at DeQuincy
9/17 vs St. Louis Catholic
10/1 at Vermilion Catholic 
10/8 vs Kaplan

HIGH SCHOOL
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10/15 vs Loranger
10/22 at St. Martinville
11/5 at Abbeville

GUEYDAN
9/2 at Thrive Academy 
9/10 at Northwood-Lena
9/17 vs Delcambre
9/24 at Oberlin
10/1 at East Beauregard
10/8 vs Hamilton Christian
10/15 at Merryville
10/22 vs Grand Lake
10/29 at Basile
11/5 vs Elton

KAPLAN
9/3 at North Vermilion
9/10 vs Church Point
9/17 at Northwest
9/24 vs Rayne
9/30 at Loreauville
10/8 at Erath
10/15 vs St. Martinville
10/22 at Crowley
10/29 vs Abbeville
11/5 vs Lake Arthur

LAFAYETTE
9/10 at Lafayette Christian
9/17 at Carencro
9/24 at Comeaux
10/1 at Sulphur
10/8 vs New Iberia 
10/15 vs Barbe
10/22 vs Southside
10/29 at Sam Houston
11/5 vs Acadiana

LAFAYETTE CHRISTIAN
9/3 at Westgate
9/10 at Lafayette
9/17 at Acadiana
9/24 at St. Helena College & Career 
Academy
10/8 vs Lake Arthur
10/14 at Notre Dame
10/21 at Port Barre
10/29 vs Jefferson Rise Charter
11/5 vs Welsh 

NEW IBERIA
9/3 at Breaux Bridge
9/10 vs St. Martinville

9/17 at Westgate
9/24 at Sam Houston
10/1 vs Barbe
10/8 at Lafayette
10/15 vs Acadiana
10/22 at Comeaux
10/29 at Sulphur
11/5 vs Southside

NORTHSIDE
9/3 at Northwest
9/10 vs Washington-Marion
9/17 at West St. Mary
9/24 vs Abbeville
10/1 vs Peabody
10/8 at Opelousas
10/15 at Carencro
10/22 vs St. Thomas More
10/29 at Westgate
11/5 vs Teurlings Catholic

NORTH VERMILION 
9/3 vs Kaplan
9/10 vs Loreauville
9/17 at Ascension Episcopal
10/1 vs Iota
10/15 vs Rayne
10/22 at Washington-Marion
10/29 vs Eunice
11/5 at Cecilia

NOTRE DAME
9/2 at Southside
9/9 vs Sulphur
9/17 vs Comeaux
9/24 at Teurlings Catholic
10/1 at Cecilia
10/8 at Welsh
10/14 vs Lafayette Christian
10/22 at Catholic-N.I.
10/29 vs Lake Arthur
11/5 at Port Barre

OPELOUSAS
9/3 at Teurlings Catholic
9/10 vs Bossier
9/17 vs Southside
9/24 at St. Amant
10/1 vs Abbeville
10/8 vs Northside
10/15 vs Livonia
10/22 at Cecilia
10/29 vs Breaux Bridge
11/5 at Beau Chene

OPELOUSAS CATHOLIC
9/3 at Eunice
9/9 vs Vermilion Catholic
9/17 at Port Barre
9/24 at Vinton
10/1 at Holy Savior Menard
10/8 at St. Edmund
10/15 vs Catholic-P.C.
10/22 vs North Central
10/29 at Sacred Heart
11/5 Westminster Christian

RAYNE
9/3 at Avoyelles
9/10 vs Cecilia
9/16 vs Church Point
9/24 at Kaplan
10/1 vs Crowley
10/8 vs Eunice
10/15 at North Vermilion
10/22 vs LaGrange
10/29 at Liberty
11/5 at Washington-Marion

SOUTHSIDE
9/2 vs Notre Dame
9/10 at Carencro
9/17 at Opelousas
9/23 vs Barbe
10/1 at Acadiana
10/7 vs Sulphur
10/15 vs Sam Houston
10/22 at Lafayette
10/29 vs Comeaux
11/5 at New Iberia

ST. MARTINVILLE
9/3 vs Cecilia
9/10 at New Iberia
9/17 vs Breaux Bridge
9/24 at Westgate
10/1 vs Carencro
10/7 vs Abbeville
10/15 at Kaplan
10/22 vs Erath
10/29 ve Teurlings Catholic
11/5 at Crowley

ST. THOMAS MORE
9/3 vs Brother Martin
9/10 at Alexandria
9/17 vs Plaquemine
9/24 at Neville
10/1 vs Ruston

10/8 at Westgate
10/15 vs Teurlings Catholic
10/22 at Northside
10/29 vs Carencro
11/5 vs East St. John

TEURLINGS CATHOLIC
9/3 vs Opelousas
9/10 at Comeaux
9/17 vs Barbe
9/24 vs Notre Dame
10/1 at Breaux Bridge
10/8 vs Carencro
10/15 at St. Thomas More
10/22 vs Westgate
10/29 at St. Martinville
11/5 at Northside

VERMILION CATHOLIC
9/3 vs Catholic-N.I.
9/9 at Opelousas Catholic
9/17 at Abbeville
9/24 vs Ascension Catholic 
10/1 vs Erath
10/8 at Hanson Memorial
10/15 vs Highland Baptist
10/22 vs Centerville
10/29 at Covenant Christian
11/4 at Central Catholic

WESTGATE
9/3 vs Lafayette Christian
9/10 at West St. Mary
9/17 vs New Iberia
9/24 vs St. Martinville
10/1 at Lake Charles College Prep
10/8 vs St. Thomas More
10/15 at St. Augustine
10/22 at Teurlings Catholic
10/29 vs Northside
11/5 at Carencro

WESTMINSTER CHRISTIAN
9/3 at Jeanerette
9/10 at Covenant Christian
9/17 vs Hanson Memorial
9/24 at Ascension Christian
10/1 vs Highland Baptist
10/8 vs North Central
10/15 vs Sacred Heart
10/22 vs Catholic-P.C.
10/29 at St. Edmund
11/5 at Opelousas Catholic 







CREAMY SHRIMP
AND TASSO PIZZA
a favorite amongst regulars here 
at Rochettos. 

This Pizza starts with a choice of 
our house cracker crust, traditional 
hand toss, or cauliflower crust. The 
crust is then generously covered 
with freshly made creamy Tasso 
sauce, shrimp, tasso, jalapenos 
and plenty of whole milk 
mozzarella cheese. Then 
it is baked to perfection, 
cut and is topped with 
fresh chopped 
green onions. 

We find that this spicy 
delight pairs well with a 
glass of cool Chateau St 
Michelle Riesling.

806 I 10 Frontage Road, Suite A
Scott, LA

337-456-8026
www.rochettos.com 

Sunday-Thursday: 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday: 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 





What makes Pizza Artista different from other pizza joints? 
It’s exceptional service, fresh ingredients, and Cajun flare.  If 
someone wants what all the other pizza joints have, Pizza 
Artista is a good option because we offer many of the same 
traditional options as our competitors. You can easily create 
your own pizza masterpiece from the freshest traditional 
ingredients on traditional, whole wheat, or gluten-free crust. 
However, if someone wants to take a flavor adventure, 
we also offer  sauce piquant, spicy sauce, real crab meat, 
Louisiana crawfish, gulf shrimp, andouille, tasso, smoked 
cajun sausage, and boudin, as well as other unique menu 
items. Our Cajun-inspired Signature pizza line is award-
winning and palate pleasing.

At Pizza Artista, we keep it fresh just for our guests. We 
make our dough from scratch daily and age it to perfection. 
We prepare fresh produce daily. Many of our cheeses 
are grated in-house, for the ultimate freshness. We also 
offer a self-serve craft beer and wine tap wall with 24 
taps that features craft beer from many of our favorite local 
breweries, a self-serve (and totally unique) hand-wash 
station, a kids coloring station, a choose your own music 
platform that allows you to select and play what you choose 
and hear your songs piped through our store sound system.

We are the only Pizzaria in town that has 60+ ingredients 
to choose from AND, all these amenities. When choosing a 
place to bring your family, think Pizza Artista . . . it’s not just 
pizza, it’s an experience.

5409 Johnston St  |  Lafayette  |  337-988-9790 | pizzaartista.com
219 St Nazaire Rd  |  Suite G  |  Broussard  |  337-330-4432

Easy Caprese - Lit red sauce, ovalini, roma tomatoes, 
minced garlic, and basil balsamic glaze. 

Benny Blanco - white sauce, mozzarella, smoked 
bacon, caramelized onions, roasted red peppers, 
and arugula.

Get Lit - Lit red sauce, mozzarella, pepperoni, italian 
sausage, red onions, green bell peppers, 
and mushrooms.

Buffalo Chicken - white sauce, cajun chef, hot sauce, 
mozzarella, gorgonzola, grilled chicken, bacon, 
jalapenos, ranch drizzle, and cilantro.

209 Centre Sarcelle Blvd | Suite 100
Youngsville | 337-417-9400 | litpizza.com

Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m.-10 p.m.



Pizza Village is a local icon of how pizza 
from down south Louisiana should taste.  

Serving the community for 50 years with our thin, 
crispy cracker crust and ingredients made from 

scratch daily. 
The Landry

Dupe Special Pizza Village Special 

Shrimp Salad & Small Salad

Pizza Village
Homemade Lasagna

Muffalatta with 
Parish Sips Mango SunriseWings

WWW.PIZZAVILLAGE.COM



YOUNGSVILLE
2018 Chemin Metairie Pkwy Suite A 

LAFAYETTE
1540 Johnston St

CARENCRO
114 A Derek Plaza Dr

The President - Our most popular pizza! Our twist 
on a meat lovers pizza. Toppings include: beef, pork, 
canadian bacon, pepperoni, and shrimp.

The Everything - It’s all in the name! Toppings 
include: bell peppers, onions, mushrooms, black 
and green olives, bacon, jalapenos, pepperoni, 
canadian bacon, beef, pork, shrimp, and pineapples 
(anchovies upon request).

The Supreme Court - Not your typical “supreme” 
pizza. Our supreme has canadian bacon, beef, 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos, and extra 
mozzarella cheese on top.

All of our pizzas are made to order on our cracker crust. We are also now offering cauliflower crust!



PEPPERONI PIZZA
A classic marinara rustica sauce with mozzarella, 
pepperoni and parmesan on top of our hand tossed 
dough. Cooked to perfection in our wood fired 
Magnani oven. Our dough is made by hand every 
morning in house. 

We offer a variety of specialty pizzas such as our 
Cajun Spice (Shrimp, Italian sausage, jalapenos, 
bell peppers and pickled onions).or stop by and try 
one of our weekly Pizza Specials!

115 Stonemont Rd | Lafayette
337-988-9790 | romacelli.com

Monday-Wednesday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

Alesi’s brought Lafayette and Acadiana its first pizza and has become a tradition in over 50 years of service. By keeping the 
family recipe passed down through generations Alesi’s is as authentically Italian as they come, from their handmade doughs, 
to their authentic homemade sauces. Alesi’s is Italian, from their All Meat Pizza, topped with Ground meat, Italian sausage, 
Canadian bacon, Pepperoni, and Bacon or the Pizza ALesi which is topped with the works, to their simpler but house favorite, 
the Pepperoni and Black Olives pizza. For a true Italian feel and food, stop in and visit us here at Alesi’s Pizza!

Monday-Thursday: 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.  |  Friday & Saturday: 11 a.m.-10:30 p.m.  
Sunday: 4 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

4110 Johnston St.  |  Lafayette, LA  |  (337)984-1823  |  www.alesipizzahouse.com
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EXECUTIVE CHEF 
SEAN LITTLE
FIND HIM AT: 

BON TEMPS GRILL

GRILLED SNAPPER
TOPPED WITH LEMON 
SHERRY CREAM AND 

FRIED CAPERS

Lemon Sherry Cream:
½ cup lemon juice
½ cup lemonade

1 cup sherry
¼ cup karo syrup
1 teaspoon salt
½ tsp cayenne

1 cup heavy cream
½ cup blonde roux

 
In a medium sauce pot on medium-
high heat, add lemon juice, lemonade, 
sherry, karo syrup, salt and cayenne. 
Bring to a simmer and reduce by 1/3. 
Then add heavy cream to your sauce 
and bring it back to a simmer. Next, 
whisk in your roux and let it come to a 
simmer again. Reduce heat to low and 
allow to thicken.

Fried Capers:
2 cups oil

¼ cup capers
 

In a large skillet bring 2 cups of oil to 
350 degrees. Gently dry off capers 
with a paper towel to help reduce 
popping and splashing while frying. 
Drop capers into oil and fry for 2 
minutes. Remove from oil and place on 
a paper towel to drain.

Grilled Snapper:
4 snapper fillets

Oiled towel
3 tablespoons butter

Pinch of salt and pepper per fillet
 

Rub grill with oiled towel to prevent 
the fish from sticking. Sprinkle a pinch 
of salt and pepper on both sides of 
each fillet and place the top of the fish 

down on the grill. Allow fillets to cook 
until the edges of the fish begin to 
turn white, about 4 minutes. Flip fillets 
over and brush with butter. Continue 
cooking the fish until flesh is white and 
firm. Once fish is cooked through, 
remove from heat. Plate your snapper 
covered with your cream sauce and 
sprinkled with the fried capers. Enjoy 
with your favorite side dish!

EXECUTIVE CHEF 
 ZACH DOISE
FIND HIM AT: 

CITY CLUB 

SEARED SCALLOPS WITH 
A CHAMPAGNE VINEGAR 
AIOLI – A GREAT PARTY 

APPETIZER

Champagne Vinegar Aioli
Place garlic and salt in a large mortar and pestle, 
and pound to a paste. Add egg yolks and whisk to 
combine. Drizzle in half the oil, one drop at a time, 
whisking constantly. As the mixture begins to thicken, add 
2 teaspoons vinegar, 2 teaspoons lemon juice, and 2 
teaspoons water. Pour in the remaining oil in a slow steady 
stream, scraping down sides of mortar, as necessary. 
As the mixture thickens, add the remaining lemon juice, 
vinegar, and 1 more water, and continue whisking until the 
remaining oil is completely incorporated and the sauce is 
thickened. Season with salt and pepper

Seared Scallops
Place a heavy bottomed skillet on medium high and add 2 
teaspoons of vegetable oil to the pan. As the pan is heating 
up, pat the scallops dry with a paper towel and season 
with salt and pepper (or seasoning of your choice), When 
the pan begins to smoke places the scallops in a pan and 
sear for 1 minute per side, remove the scallops and let them 
rest for 2 minutes before serving.

10 scallops
2-3 garlic cloves (minced)

2 large egg yolks
1.5 cups of extra virgin olive oil

4 teaspoons champagne wine vinegar
3 teaspoons fresh lemon juice

salt & pepper

008 CHEF RECIPES
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HOUSE FAVORITES

VIVA LA WAFFLE
BY AGENT LISA HANCHEY

Started as a food truck in 
2011, Viva La Waffle opened 
a brick-and-mortar location 
in March 2021 at 101 Liberty 
Street off Kaliste Saloom Road. 
The result – a cool, spacious spot 
serving sweet and savory waffle 
sandwiches with a smile.

Owned by Collin Cormier 
and his wife, Jasmyne, Viva La 
Waffle features creative concoc-
tions served inside a crisp, airy-light 
homemade Belgian waffle, aptly 
described by manager Amber Picou 
as “happiness in a waffle.” Fun 
combos include the Figgy Piggy (fig 
preserves, prosciutto, goat cheese, 
and arugula), Cookie Butter & Jelly 
(Biscoff Cookie Butter and rasp-
berry jelly), and the Wakey Wakey 
(fluffy egg omelet, American cheese, 
and Viva Sauce with your choice of 
breakfast sausage, buttermilk fried 
chicken, or crispy bacon). To ac-
company your waffle, choose from 
three types of waffle (naturally) fries 
– garlic butter, classic, and cinnamon 
sugar sweet potato.

On a recent lunch visit, my 
dining beau Bill and I shared a 
sweet and savory waffle -- the 
Nana Nutella and Rosceaux. 
Served hot, the Nana Nutella was 
oozing with melted chocolate 
Nutella cooled by fresh banana 
slices. Can you say – OMG! It was 
absolutely divine!

One of the most popular menu items, the Rosceaux is a surprising 
combination of buttermilk fried chicken, hot honey, and blue cheese 
coleslaw. The all-white-meat boneless breast was coated with a crispy, 
light batter and had an unexpected kick from the hot honey. The blue 
cheese coleslaw added a savory touch to the slightly sweet waffle. What a 
delicious combo!

Picou promised that tasting the Garlic Butter Fries would be a “life-
changing experience,” and she was right. Once we sampled the crispy, 
lightly buttered fries accented with a hint of garlic, we weren’t able to 
stop until there wasn’t a crumb left. 

Every month, Viva La Waffle offers a new savory and sweet waffle, 
like July’s There Goes My Gyro (shaved gyro meat, sliced tomatoes, feta 
cheese, sliced red onion, and creamy tzatziki sauce) and Berry-Curda 
(zesty lemon curd topped with fresh strawberries, blackberries, blueber-
ries, and powdered sugar). Order inside at the counter, outside at the 
drive-thru, or use the TOAST app and get rewards. “It’s all about mak-
ing people happy,” Picou says. And Viva La Waffle delivers -- literally.

008 LIVE AND LET DINE

DAIQUIRIS SUPREME
BY AGENT LISA HANCHEY

For over 30 years, Daiquiris 
Supreme at 4680 Johnston Street 
has served up delicious frozen 
concoctions from its drive-thru 
window and bar. But who knew 
that the popular hotspot had deli-
cious food, too? 

I must confess – I was one 
of those customers who drove 
through the window on 2-for-1 
Tuesday and never ordered from 
the food menu. But once I ven-
tured inside, I bellied up to the 
bar lined with a dozen-plus color-
ful, whirling drink machines, as 
well as happy patrons sipping and 
noshing while watching sports on 
numerous (28!) TVs.

The friendly manager (and 
our personal cook) Peyton 
Aucoin recommended a few customer favorites, so we started with 
the number one bestseller – the Fried Green Beans. After a hiatus, the 
beans are back – and better than ever. Served in a huge basket, the 
lightly-battered, crispy green beans are served piping hot with cool 
ranch for dipping and are the perfect accompaniment to a refresh-
ing frosty beverage – in our case, the Master (a surprisingly smooth 
mixture of 190 Octane and fruit juices) and Blue Diesel (a “deadly” 
combo of Everclear 190, tequila, vodka, and blue Curaçao).

We also tried the highly-touted hamburger, made with fresh 
ground beef mixed with a spicy seasoning blend. Served with fresh let-
tuce, tomato, mayo, mustard, and ketchup, this basic burger was fresh 
and flavorful. On the light side, we had the Grilled Chicken Wrap, a 
tightly-rolled tortilla stuffed with grilled chicken, mixed cheese, ranch, 
tomatoes, onions, and lettuce. It’s Peyton’s favorite menu item, and I 
can see why – it’s tasty and easy to devour. 

Another popular item is the Chicken Strip Basket – six fried chick-
en strips served with crinkle-cut fries. Made with pure white chicken 
breast meat, the strips had a crunchy, well-seasoned crust, and were 
absolutely yummy. Even the fries were crispy and steaming hot on the 
inside, making it a perfect combo.

Cars line up past the parking lot on 2-for-1 Tuesdays, where you 
can get any daiquiri, any size, for half off, and $20 gallons on Sundays. 
Coming soon in the pool table area is a cornhole league. So, don’t just 
drive through and run – come inside and enjoy the fun!
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CALL US 337-267-3060
  911 BERTRAND DRIVE  LAFAYETTE , LA 70506  |  CAFEHABANACITY.COM  |  MON-SAT 11A – 9:30P

VISIT CUBA IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD
If you are looking for authentic Cuban cuisine, look no further than Café Habana City. Dine in an intimate

Caribbean style restaurant with the festive salsa and merengue music while enjoying the best Mojitos in town. 
Café Habana City will transport from Lafayette to Habana. It is a jewel in the Lafayette landscape , a true culinary heaven!

CAFÉ HABANA CITY YOUR CARIBBEAN DESTINATION IN LAFAYETTE!
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Distillerie Acadian
MAKING BOURBON ON THE BAYOU

Drive down Highway 90 toward New Iberia 
and you’ll pass numerous businesses mostly cen-
tered around one of the state’s largest industries, 
oil. However, one nondescript building houses 
a business trying to put Louisiana on the map 
for something different…. bourbon. 

Most bourbon is made in Kentucky. In fact, 
95% of all bourbon is made in the Bluegrass 
State. But when the Mestayer family sets out 
to do something, they do it and do it right. 
The Mestayer’s idea for making Louisiana’s first 
bourbon was hatched in 2015, but the licensing 
process is a long one. In the meantime, the fam-
ily delved into research about making a bourbon 
the state could be proud of. With that, Distillerie 
Acadian was born. “We went to work on some-
thing that we can stand behind. We are proud 
of what we have done and where we have come 
from,” says master distiller Philip Mestayer. 

With the research done, the family began 
brewing Cajun’s Cut Bourbon in 2017. Made 
of four grains including corn (for sweetness), 
rye (for a spicy note), wheat (for a mellow 
background), and barley, the bourbon spent 

the next two years aging in new, charred 
white oak barrels. While waiting for the 
bourbon to be ready, the family produced 
another product called T-Moon. A hybrid 
between a whiskey and rum, T-Moon is made 
with grain, but also has cane sugar added for 
sweetness. “It appeals to a lot of people,” says 
Mestayer. “A lot of people drink it neat, but it 
also makes a great mixer.”

With both Cajun’s Cut and T-Moon on 
the market, the family recently added SoLou 
Handcrafted Gin that includes honeysuckle 
as part of the botanicals and Voilà Vodka 
made from 100 percent pure corn and triple 
filtered over three days creating a spirit that 
is smooth and crisp. And they may not stop 
there. Distillerie Acadian, staffed by family 
members including father Steve, sons Jeep and 
Philip, mother Adrienne, and sisters Holly and 
Stephanie, looks to expand with more products 
in the future.

For now, however, you can find Distillerie 
Acadian’s products in grocery stores through-
out the region. Bottoms up! 
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AcadIANA’S ULTIMATE SCAVENGER HUNT

20
21

visit milesperret.org/GAA1

download the free app2

play & Earn points3 O
V
ER

 50 GREAT PRIZES

DRAWING AU UST 21
st

GAMES ACAD  ANA

THE HUNT IS ON july 31st - aug 13th

the hunt is free to play but entries into the drawing can 

also be purchased for $20 at shopmilesperret.com 

BENEFITTING

G
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Games Across Acadiana is Back with Your 
Chance to Win $10,000!

For the second year in a row, 
Miles Perret Cancer Services 
(MPCS) is turning all of Acadiana 
into a virtual playground through 
Games Across Acadiana: Acadiana’s 
Ultimate Scavenger Hunt. Games 
Across Acadiana or GAA as it is often referred, is a new take on Miles 
Perret Cancer Services’ signature event known as Games of Acadiana. 

Starting July 31st, players will have the opportunity to participate in 
the hunt which will feature over 50 missions and activities for the whole 
family to enjoy. Participants can download a free app and earn points 
by completing a variety of tasks. During the two-week scavenger hunt, 
every 10,000 points earned by participating teams and individuals will 
secure a chance to win fabulous prizes. There are over 50 prizes up for 
grabs including a Grand Prize of $10,000! 

The official drawing will be held live on the MPCS Facebook page, 
Saturday, August 21st. Although Games Across Acadiana is free to 
play, entries into the drawing may also be purchased for $20.00 each. 

Play with a Purpose July 31st through August 13th. Your support 
helps Miles Perret Cancer Services continue its mission to help local 
families fight, survive, & live with cancer. For more information about 
Games Across Acadiana or to join the hunt visit milesperret.org/GAA.
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HER
Name: Halianna (Halie) Baker Lee
Age: 25
Occupation: Medical Scheduler
From: Lecompte, LA

HIM
Name: Andrew Lee
Age: 28
Occupation: Full Time Student at LSU
From: Forest Hill, LA

WEDDING DATE
May 22, 2021

HOW DID YOU MEET?
We met at Rapides High School, I saw 
her walk into the cafeteria and thought 
she was beautiful. 

HOW DID HE KNOW SHE WAS 
THE ONE?
Oddly enough, Halie’s dad asked me 
this the night of her graduation party. I 
knew that she was the one after I came to 
know how selfless she is. Halie is the kind 
of friend that will support the ones that 
she loves regardless of whether they’re 
right or wrong. She’s the kind of person 
that I’ve always seen myself with in that 
regard. Her support is endless and hum-
bling. That’s what inspired me to try to 
become more of a giver in my own right.

WHAT WAS THE PROPOSAL LIKE? 
The proposal happened in front of the 
Rockefeller Tree in New York City on 
December 19th, 2017. The proposal 
completely caught me off guard. There 
was a huge crowd that joined around 
us and cheered us on after I said yes. 
Shortly after the “yes!”, hugs, and tears, 
a random photographer came up to 
us and told us he captured our whole 
engagement on his camera. He then 

asked if we were interested in doing an 
engagement shoot right then! We were 
blown away and cherish these raw, emo-
tion filled pictures to this day.

WHY DID SHE SAY YES?
I said yes because Andrew is the most 
dedicated, hard-working, and patient 
person I know. I know he will love me 
endlessly and will continue to fight for 
us. He was put in my life for a reason 
and that is because he is my soulmate! 
We have loved each other for so long. 
We balance each other out perfectly. We 
were meant to be. 

TELL US ABOUT THE WEDDING.
The wedding was held at Vermilionville 
La Chapel de Atakapas. The setting 
echoed our childhoods as we both grew 
up near bayous in central Louisiana.

TELL US ABOUT THE RECEPTION. 
The reception was so special to us. There 
was a photo booth, shot ski board, and 
the best music! Our DJ, Aaron Lane, 
played the perfect crowd pleasers that 
kept the party going all night long and 
everything was documented by our 
photographer, Emily Fuselier. We will 
always treasure that night. We were so 
pleased to have had all our people in one 
room socializing, laughing, and dancing. 
It made our hearts so full. 

TELL US ABOUT THE HONEYMOON.  
For our honeymoon we made the drive 
over to Austin, Texas and pretty much 
spent a week together. We had din-
ner, visited shops, made a day trip to 
the Hill Country, and floated the San 
Marcos River. We are both very busy, 
so it was a great week to spend a lot of 
time together relaxing and reliving our 
special night. 

ETERNAL BOND

HALIE + 
ANDREW

008 ROMANCE
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ETERNAL BOND

KRISTON + 
PHILIP

008 ROMANCE

HER
Kriston Mathews
AGE: 30 years old
OCCUPATION: Hair stylist & 
Makeup Artist at Bleu Hair and 
Makeup Studio

HIM
Philip Mathews
AGE: 30 years old
OCCUPATION: Ground man/
operator at JCL Power

WEDDING DATE
February 27, 2021

HOW DID YOU MEET? 
We met at Wednesday night 
church in the 4th grade playing 
in Noah’s Ark, a big playground 
for the kids at Calvary Church.

HOW DID HE KNOW SHE WAS 
THE ONE? 
I knew she was the one by the 
10th grade when I realized I 
didn’t want to imagine my future 
with anyone else. Also, when I 
sat and imagined all the possible 
scenarios of how my life could 
end up, I pictured all of them 
with her in it. 

WHAT WAS THE 
PROPOSAL LIKE? 
The proposal was one of the 
best days of my life. I was really 
nervous, and I rushed it big time, 
but I couldn’t wait to put that 
ring on her finger. When she said 
yes, I knew with 100% certainty 
that I was going to be a happy 
man and have a happy life.

WHY DID SHE SAY YES? 
I said yes because there’s nothing 
more in life that I’ve ever wanted 
than to marry Philip and have 
a family with him. I knew from 
a very young age he was going 
to be the one I grew old with. 
Despite the troubles we’ve been 
through, God always answered 
my prayers with Philip! Saying yes 
was the easiest thing I’ve done in 
30 years!

TELL US ABOUT THE WEDDING. 
The wedding was magical in our 
eyes! The Anthony Chapel and 
Garvan Woodland Gardens in 
Hot Springs were so beautiful, 
and the mist of rain made it even 
better. As a girl who loves rainy 
days, I couldn’t have asked for 
more! I think the icing on the 
cake was looking around to see 
everyone we loved standing there 
loving and supporting us as we 
said our vows. 

TELL US ABOUT THE 
RECEPTION. 
By the time we got to the recep-
tion our families and friends had 
already formed the bonds that 
will stick with us for the rest of 
our lives. We laughed, danced, 
and just flat out had fun. We have 
never danced so much in one 
night, ever. We had the entire re-
ception riding the train (even the 
grandma’s) and then we drove off 
in our ‘74 Volkswagen with beer 
cans strung to the back! The cake 
was great, the food was great, 
it was just a night to remember. 
One for the books.

TELL US ABOUT THE 
HONEYMOON. 
The honeymoon was by far the 
best. We kayaked on Lake Tahoe 
while it was snowing. We went 
snowboarding where there was 
a backdrop that made your jaw 
drop. There was one day where 
we just drove around the lake the 
whole day, stopping wherever we 
wanted to take pictures and enjoy 
some of God’s most amazing 
creations. We climbed up moun-

tains together that had both of 
us scared for our life, but it was 
so fun! I had a smile on my face 
the whole trip and I cried when 
it was over. There isn’t a single 
thing I would take back about 
the honeymoon. It was perfect.
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K I D S  R  K O O L

Acadiana’s 
First Female 
Eagle Scout

BY AGENT SCOTT BRAZDA

There’s another Eagle Scout in the ranks of the Evangeline Coun-
cil; however, the subject of this article is a bonafide trailblazer. 

Episcopal School of Acadiana student Allison Aucoin has broken 
down the walls by becoming the first female Eagle Scout in Acadiana.  
“I hope I can inspire other girls to come down this path because I 
think it’s a great opportunity, with so many possibilities.”

About three years ago, Aucoin joined Scouts Troop 247, the 
council’s first ‘all-girls’ troop. Right off the bat, says her scoutmaster 
Billy McCarthy, Aucoin set the tone with her drive and self-motivation. 
“She and all the other girls had to work extra-hard. Because of the 
pandemic, Allison could only attend one long-term camp, which is 
where boys typically earn a large number of merit badges.”  That 
meant Aucoin had to earn many of those badges back home, on her 
own. “I’m so very proud of her, buckling down and doing it herself.”

Aucoin’s flight to the rank of Eagle wasn’t watered down a bit. Her 
requirements are exactly the same as those for any boy.  “Everything a 
boy goes through to becoming an Eagle,” explains McCarthy, “Allison 
did the same thing.”

She’s not a one-talent young lady, either. Aucoin is a cheerleader, 
loves theatre, is interested in science and, with that, loves the great 
outdoors. She’s a role model, with a message to potential female scouts 
everywhere.

“If I’m asked, ‘Should I join the Scouts?’, I’d definitely tell girls 
to go for it,” smiles Aucoin.  “You’ll learn things you never imagined 
were possibilities, maybe even realities. The chances to do good things 
and learn what you’re capable of are right there, and becoming a Scout 
opens the door to life-changing things.”

A M A Z I N G  K I D

Jon-Luke Lancon

Jon-Luke Lancon is a truly amazing kid. Why? Because he is a war-
rior. In the last year and a half, Jon-Luke has endured a port placement, 
biopsy surgery, 14 total rounds of chemotherapy, a 10-hour surgery, 
two bone marrow transplants, three days of dialysis, lymph node re-
moval surgery, 12 rounds of radiation, and immunotherapy all in an ef-
fort to battle Neuroblastoma. Despite what would bring most adults to 
their knees, Jon-Luke’s mother, Dana Lancon, says he continues to be a 
sweet, playful boy who loves spending time outdoors driving his power 
wheels truck and spending time in his treehouse. 

Jon Luke’s ordeal began with a trip to urgent care over a case of con-
stipation. After an X-ray and CAT scan from Women’s and Children’s, 
his parents received the news that a large tumor was pushing against his 
intestines. Additionally, the primary tumor had invaded his entire right 
adrenal gland and was approximately 11 cm wide with other tumors 
were found in his neck and chest. 

The treatment for Neuroblastoma is a multimodal approach with 
induction chemo, surgery, bone marrow transplants, radiation, and 
antibody therapy. Jon-Luke began his induction therapy at a St. Jude af-
filiate in Baton Rouge. From there, the family relocated to Memphis for 
a 14-month stay as Jon-Luke received treatment at St. Jude. 

Jon-Luke endured radiation through October 2020 until doctors 
discovered a new spot. Since then, doctors added chemotherapy along 
with immunotherapy that will continue for a few more months. He 
started this new round of treatment in Memphis before moving it to 
Baton Rouge so the family could return home. 

Dana says that despite the family’s world being turned upside down 
with the diagnosis, she has tried to make life as normal as possible. Since 
they were already in Memphis when the pandemic struck, the family was 
able to stay together, but she is happy he is home to finish his treatment. 

She says that while there’s nothing her family wouldn’t do to help 
Jon-Luke get better, it’s important to speak up because you know your 
child best and lean on others who want to help. She also reminds others 
that God is in control so don’t let statistics rule your world. 
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THE PEDIATRIC NURSE KNOWS 

Molluscums
BY AGENT COURTNEY BABINEAUX

A common viral skin infection many children will have at least 
once in their lifetime is Molluscum Contagiosum.  

Molluscums are flesh colored, small bumps that can appear on 
any part of the body and can range in size from a pinpoint to a pencil 
eraser. They are usually not painful but can be itchy. Molluscums are 
spread when there is direct contact with the virus that causes them. 
It can also spread from damp surfaces such as wet towels, bathtubs, 
and swimming pools. If a person comes in contact with the virus 
and there is any broken skin, it’s possible for the virus to enter the 
skin and cause molluscums to form. Molluscums can take up to two 
months to appear while lasting for a few months to a few years. At 
some point, the body will recognize molluscums as a foreign virus 
and the immune system will start to fight them off. Once the im-
mune system amps up, the molluscums will get angry looking and 
become red, larger, or inflamed. Then they will pop and go away! 

Kids with dry or damaged skin have a higher chance of contract-
ing the virus because their skin barrier has been broken. Many 
patients come into the office with molluscums in areas where eczema 
is also located. Unfortunately, when this occurs, the skin itches in-
tensely at that spot and putting any type of steroid ointment on mol-
luscums, can actually “feed” the virus and cause it to spread more. 
In areas where eczema is a problem, moisturize often with a cream 
rather than lotion, or use items such as Aquaphor and/or Vaseline.  

Treatment for molluscums vary. Some providers will freeze or 
scrape off molluscums. Others may prescribe a cream or ointment 
to apply directly to the site. Some will say to 
leave them alone and let the body fight them off. 
There are at home remedies for molluscums that 
some patients find helpful such as placing a small 
piece of duct tape over a molluscum. Try to leave 
the tape on as long as you can as it may help the 
body recognize the virus faster.

008 KIDS

Teaching Kids to 
Follow their Heart

Jenee Leger has been a 
writer her whole life. The wife 
and mother of two began writing 
short stories and poetry at the 
age of eight. Since then, she has 
also graduated with a degree in 
psychology, sold medical devices, 
and taught English to children 
overseas. However, it was her 
passion for helping children that 
drew her to write and publish her 
first book. 

That love for writing and 
children led to, I Know Just What 
I Want to Be. The 28-page book 
follows Isabelle after she receives 
a school project and must decide 
on what she wants to be when she grows up. She finds that there are 
many possibilities, but will she follow her parents’ plans or follow her 
heart?

“The book is to help children understand that they can follow their 
dreams and do something they love and are passionate about. But it 
is also for parents to be supportive of their children in whatever they 
want to do and let them follow their dreams. If they do, they will be 
successful,” says Leger. 

Leger, who writes from her own experience, how she feels, and 
compassion toward others, says the book took a little over a year to be 
illustrated and published. In the end, she hopes it makes a difference 
in the lives of both children and adults. 

I Know Just What I Want to Be can be found at numerous retailers 
including Barnes and Noble and Amazon. 
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SOPHIE SAYS

Glaucoma and Cataracts
Detection + Treatment for Dogs

BY AGENT TAYLOR GEIGER

008 PETS

Taking care of your aging pet’s eyes is an important 
responsibility which requires constant vigilance as your pet 
grows old. Just as aging humans are affected by glaucoma 
and cataracts, so too are our four-legged friends. Although 
cataracts are more common than glaucoma, both are 
serious concerns which warrant careful monitoring and a 
prompt response to save your pet’s eyesight. 

“Glaucoma is an increase in pressure in the eye. Cata-
racts are an opacity of the lens of the dog’s eye. Glaucoma 
is painful, whereas cataracts typically are not considered 
painful,” explains Dr. Trisha Marullo of Broussard Veteri-
nary Clinic. Often, cataracts are genetic and prevalent in 
certain breeds, such as poodles. Diabetes is another com-
mon cause of cataracts. “Cataracts are typically not con-
sidered preventable... Primary glaucoma is not preventable 
but secondary glaucoma from injury or advanced cataract 
disease, or lens luxation could be prevented if the primary 
cause is addressed early,” cautions Dr. Marullo. 

Keeping in mind that most incidents of cataracts and 
glaucoma cannot be entirely prevented, early detection 
is key to proper treatment. “Squinting, painful, red eyes 
should always be examined by your veterinarian. Cloudi-
ness in the eyes should be evaluated to assess whether it is a 
normal aging change or cataracts,” advises Dr. Marullo. 

“Cataracts, depending on the stage, may be monitored 
or surgically removed. Board Certified Ophthalmologists 
can perform this surgery. There is no medical treatment 
that will dissolve cataracts. Glaucoma is medically managed 
but, in some cases, will lead to blindness and, if pressures 
cannot be controlled, enucleation (removal of the eye) 
is typically advised for the comfort of the pet,” says Dr. 
Marullo. 

Regularly checking your dog’s eyes and inspecting 
for any issues is an important routine step for your pet’s 
health. Although eye health issues affect senior dogs more, 
it is possible for dogs of any age to be affected by these 
conditions. “Do not wait on any eye issue. If your dog 
is showing unusual discharge, squinting or you think the 
eye may have been traumatized, have it evaluated by your 
veterinarian as soon as possible,” advises Dr. Marullo. 
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SHELTER LIFE
HUMANE SOCIETY OF LOUISIANA

Though located in New 
Orleans, the Humane Society of 
Louisiana works throughout the 
state saving animals and working 
to be a voice for those who can’t 
defend themselves by advocating 
for additional anti-cruelty laws and 
promoting compassion for all. 

Founded in 1988 by Execu-
tive Director Jeff Dorson, the 
Humane Society of Louisiana 
advocates for animals of all 
types. “Louisiana does not have 
a good track record when it 
comes to animals. More than 
half the parishes in the state 
do not have shelters or rescue 
programs and it is a wasteland 
in some areas,” explains Dorson. 
“We do our best to fill in those 
underfunded areas and help.”

To do so, the organization pulls animals from high-kill shelters 
and transports approximately 1,500 pets to no-kill shelter partners in 
other states each year. Additionally, the Humane Society of Louisiana 
is a leader in fighting animal cruelty by assisting local law enforcement 
in investigating cases of cruelty and aiding in the prosecution of those 
who abuse animals. 

The organization also works to educate Louisiana residents on the 
importance of animal rights. “We need to change the attitude toward 
animals that they are not just lawn ornaments or meant to live for the 
entertainment of humans,” says Dorson. “We need to change indiffer-
ence to difference.” 

In addition to providing support for domestic animals, the Hu-
mane Society of Louisiana also helps local wildlife. “There is no state 
agency that is able to provide aid. We aid where we can by helping ani-
mals such as pelicans get to rehab facilities across the state. However, 
it is a daunting challenge logistically getting volunteers to pick up the 
animal and then transport it over many miles,” says Dorson. 

If you would like the help the Humane Society of Louisiana con-
tinue to provide protection to animals across the state, they can be con-
tacted at 1-888-6-Humane or at their website, https://humanela.org. 

008 PETS

Bone -a- Files
Iris Olivier

Age: Three and a half years old 
Birthday: January 20, 2018
Breed: Pomsky
Owners: Samantha and Jacob
Favorite Toy, chew snack etc.: 
Rubber mallard duck that squeaks. 
What unique trait does your pet 
have: She loves climbing up trees 
chasing squirrels.
Favorite thing your pet likes to 
do: She loves to go for walks 
and playing fetch with her toys.
Any other things you would 
like to mention about your 
pet: She talks by howling and 
growling when you talk to 
her. She loves going for car 
rides and sitting on the center 
console so she can see. She is very friendly 
and loves to play tag with other dogs.
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Caring for Horses
BY AGENT TAYLOR GEIGER

Just as with other pets, horses have unique needs which require time, energy, and effort from their 
owners for them to thrive. Two important considerations for horse owners include socialization and weekly 
exercise routine. If adequate socialization or exercise is lacking from your horse’s routine, “many horses will 
develop “bad” habits. Cribbing (sucking wind), weaving (moving back and forth in the stall), pacing, paw-
ing, being agitated, and fractious can all be associated with boredom, especially in horses that stay stalled... 
Most horses do better with a regular routine and exercise program as well as a good supply of fresh hay,” 
explains Dr. Trisha Marullo of Broussard Veterinary Clinic. 

Horses are herd animals, and Dr. Marullo cautions that being left all alone can be quite stressful for 
them. “They generally do better when they can see other horses or be close to them; they do not necessarily 
have to be in the same pasture, but they do visit through fences and stall walls. Some people will use other 
animals, like goats or sheep, to fill that herd desire. Horses are also naturally curious and enjoy exploring 
their surroundings,” explains Dr. Marullo. 

The amount of activity which horses need highly depends upon the horse and the job the horse is being 
asked to do, emphasizes Dr. Marullo. “Elite athletes, like racehorses and show horses, are usually worked 
for 30-45 minutes a day or more. Pleasure horses may be ridden on a weekly basis. Horses should have pas-
ture time where they can walk and eat, this aids in their normal digestive process. Turn out is an important 
part of their daily routine for their overall physical and mental health,” Dr. Marullo elaborates.

“Time required to take good care of your horse will depend on what you are doing with the horse and 
whether you have it boarded in a facility with full-time care or if you have it in your backyard,” advises 
Dr. Marullo. “If you are actively competing a horse, you may spend four to five hours at the barn a day. 
For pleasure riding, you may go out once a week. If you do not have the horse boarded, you will typically 
need to spend part of every day feeding, watering, cleaning the stall, grooming, and if possible, riding,” Dr. 
Marullo explains. 
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LASCCI
Lafayette Animal Shelter & Care Center (LASCC) is the municipal animal shelter 
serving the two and four-legged residents of Lafayette Parish. Our mission is 
to find, protect, and serve the citizens and animals of Lafayette Parish through 
community engagement and innovative methods to obtain harmony between 
the two. All dogs are spayed/neutered, fully vaccinated, and microchipped. 
Adoption fee is $35, free for military veterans and senior citizens. We are open 
M-F 8am-4:30pm and the approved adopter can leave with the pet of their 
choice on the same day! Come by and see us!

ADOPT A PET, SAVE A LIFE
AAA

ACADIANA ANIMAL AID
LASCCI

LAFAYETTE ANIMAL SHELTER & 
CARE CENTER

AAA
Acadiana Animal Aid is a no-kill animal adoption center for dogs and cats. 
Volunteers and staff are fueled by passion and the responsibility to educate, 
advocate, rescue, shelter and protect animals until they all have a home. Dog 
adoptions are $200 and they’re vaccinated, spayed or neutered, on 
heartworm preventative and microchipped. Cats are Feline Leukemia and 
Feline Immunodeficiency negative and vaccinated for the viruses, rabies 
vaccinated, dewormed and microchipped. Find more pets and an application at 
acadiananimalaid.org or call 337-896-1553 for information. 

COMET
Three-year-old male Pit Bull mix. Comet moves slow 
because he’s overweight. He’s good with kids, but not so 
much with cats. 

MARIE
Marie is a one-year-old female Pit Bull. She is very 
athletic and would make an awesome agility partner.  
She knows basic commands and walks great on a leash.

ROMEO
Romeo is a two-year-old male Pit Bull mix who is sure to 
steal your heart! This sweet boy loves to cuddle!

CAPONE
Capone is a one-year-old male Pit Bull with beautiful 
eyes and a beautiful heart just waiting to meet the right 
family. 

JELLY
Jelly is a ten-year-old Domestic Shorthair who loves 
people but would rather have a quiet home than the 
noise of the shelter. 

MONET
This Monet is as beautiful as a painting. Monet is a 
Labrador Retriever puppy who is up to date on shots and 
good with other dogs, cats, and children. 

MITILDA
Mitilda is a Labrador Retriever mix who is a yellow, tan 
female. She would make a great addition to any home 
and is good with dogs, cats, and children. 

MAVERICK
This Labrador Retriever mix puppy has the need…the need 
for speed. Maverick is a male puppy who will surely be 
a Top Gun in your home. 

SWANKY
This adult male Yorkshire Terrier and Norfolk Terrier mix 
is swanky in every way. He is red, chestnut, orange, and 
white and would prefer a home without cats. 

CUERVO
Cuervo is a male kitten who is a Domestic Short Hair. He 
has short hair, is up to date on all shots, and will be good 
in a home with other cats, dogs, and children. 

008 PETS
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BAND BUZZ

Gabe Verret 
HEAD OF CLASS IN THE SCHOOL OF ROCK

BY AGENT ERIN HOLDEN

Gabe Verret made quite a splash as lead vocalist in a recent Grouse 
Room performance, along with his fellow classmates from School of 
Rock Lafayette. The 15-year-old Vermilion Catholic student and the 
band focused on hits from the 90s, sporting a grunge era aesthetic 
reminiscent of one of Verret’s idols, Kurt Cobain. It was one of the 
first major gigs of Verret’s burgeoning music career, but it’s unlikely 
to be the last.

Verret grew up steeped in the local music scene; his grandparents 
played in the band Homestead and his dad is in the Mike Dean Band. 
His talent for singing quickly became apparent at family gatherings 
as early as age four. “I was always around music,” says Verret. “It was 
just always there, so that’s how I got started. Then my mom started 
taking me to lessons.”

Those lessons include drum, piano, and guitar, but it was the 
School of Rock ‘90s camp that resulted in his well-received Grouse 
Room performance. His music teacher also gave him some experience 
in a recording studio, so Verret is primed to continue his trajectory 
toward becoming a full-fledged musician. He’s currently working on a 
setlist for future gigs.

“I plan on playing a lot of Blaze Foley,” notes Verret, whose influ-
ences extend from 90s grunge to outlaw country. “Willie Nelson and 
Merle Haggard - I enjoy their songwriting. I always wanted to write 
songs like that because I just love their stories.”

Verret’s parents run the Cow Island LIVE! music festival, so 
he’s also gained an appreciation for Swamp Pop legends like Bobby 
Charles and Tommy McLain (who he had the pleasure of getting to 
know at a show), and zydeco artists like Keith Frank. Verret’s Acadi-
ana musical roots, coupled with his incredible drive to learn from the 
iconic bands of previous generations, make him a promising up-and-
coming performer.

“He’s one of those people that can sing, then pick up any instru-
ment and play it with almost no effort,” says Gabe’s mother Melissa 
Verret. “The School of Rock performances really helped broaden that 
musical spectrum for him.”

ABOUT THE ARTIST 

Ashley Alford
Ashley Alford always knew she 

wanted to be an artist. Born and 
raised in south Louisiana, Alford 
set out for New York City follow-
ing high school to train at the Tex-
tile Surface Design at the Fashion 
Institute of Technology. After a de-
cade in the Big Apple, Alford made 
her way back to Louisiana and the 
Big Easy where she launched her 
brand. Now a resident of Monroe, 
Alford’s art can be seen hanging in 
many Lafayette homes. 

However, her art hangs in a 
slightly different space. Using her 
skills as a textile artist, Alford de-
signs and paints custom drapery. “I 
always wanted to work with fabric,” 
explains Alford. “I choose drapery 
because I love collaborating and 
then seeing the client be blown 
away by the final product.”

One of those clients is Lafayette 
resident Christin Barrios. Alford 
recently worked with Barrios and 
interior designer Brianne Jenkins of 
Grayson Carter Designs to achieve 
the desired look in her home. Al-
ford begins her collaboration with 
clients by taking measurements 
and creating style boards with different options. Once the concept 
is approved, she begins working with her “canvas” of various fabrics 
including cotton sateen, taffeta, or linen and mixes the paints to the 
correct color and consistency before applying it to the material by 
hand. In all, the process can take four to six weeks depending on the 
size of the drapes and the time needed for the paint to dry. 

Alford says she loves the freedom of being able to work on such 
a large canvas. “I can invent things myself, put patterns in different 
places, and create designs that can’t be printed,” she says.

To find out more about Alford’s hand-painted custom draperies 
and see how you can transform a room with these statement pieces, 
visit her website at https://ashleyalford.com.  
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NONPROFIT

Gifting Grace Project
“Nobody knows about this,” says Chap-

lain David Owens. “It’s difficult to wrap your 
head around because people don’t typically 
think about children being homeless, but this 
is very real.”

Even Owens wasn’t aware of the number 
of children who are classified as homeless by 
the Lafayette Parish School System when he 
began looking for a way that he and fellow 
employees at Grace Hospice could give back 
to the community last year. With Christmas 
approaching, Owens reached out to the 
school system to see how the hospice organi-
zation could help. What he discovered was a 
sobering reality that the school system has ap-
proximately 800 homeless students enrolled. 
“I was just shocked. I didn’t know,” exclaims 
Owens. 

With this knowledge, Owens reached out 
to the Acadiana community to help provide 
gifts for Christmas. Overall, 100 homeless 
students in Lafayette Parish, another 118 in 
surrounding parishes, and three families were 

helped during the holidays. 
Following a successful Christmas outreach, 

the Gifting Grace Project was born and has 
since held a Coats and Socks Drive and a Pack 
the Backpack Fundraiser for the beginning of 
the 2021 school year. With another Christmas 
only months away, Owens says the Gifting Grace 
Project’s goal this holiday season is to help meet 
the needs of 1,000 homeless students.

Homeless means those students that are 
doubled up in a nighttime residence, as well 
as those living in shelters, hotels/motels, or 
unsheltered. “We want to help those who 
are less fortunate and bring awareness to the 
community that this situation exists in Lafay-
ette,” says Owens. 

If you would like to make a donation or 
volunteer with the Gifting Grace Project, 
contact David Owens at giftinggrace.co@
gmail.com, follow them on Facebook at Gift-
ing Grace Project, or stop by the offices at 
217 Rue Louis XIV #100 in Lafayette. 
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Fill in the grid so every row, column and 3x3 box contains 
the numbers 1 through 9.
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JoJo Pere is reading his 008 at the SandBar at False River. Just 
a quick read before flying out in this bright red Robinson R44!
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